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B
B’

Portage Trail

Boat Dock

Example: boat rental concession

Example: sloped launch

Sloped Launch

Boating Facility
A canoe/kayak launching site is proposed at the Natural Lake Headwaters.
The intention is to facilitate access to the lakes close to the water source, thus
maximizing the sense of immersion into a naturalistic lake environment prior to
the Lakes Isthmus and subsequent arrival to the Urban Lake. The boating facility
will contain a docking and tie-up platform, ramp for paddle craft, portable public
restrooms, potable water, a boat-rental concession and a portaging trail between
the lake and the river. Access to the center will be from the terminus of Industrial
Boulevard through a levee crossing into the park to a 115-space parking area by
the Natural Lake Headwaters. This parking facility will also function as a bicycle
and jogging trail head. Should bedrock be encountered in the vicinity of the boating center, it is recommended that it be exposed as a shallow outcropping, with
tiered shelves.

Guidelines:
• T
 he platform should allow up to 10 canoes at dockside to facilitate group outings and be permanently affixed to the lake and shore, not more than 18 inches
above the waterline.
• T
 he parking area is intended to serve the transport of small watercraft only; no
trailer parking should be provided, except for security and maintenance watercraft. A direct, 14-foot wide, concrete access path from the parking area to the
lake should be provided for security and maintenance purposes.
• T
 he boating concession should be a mobile facility capable of being removed
out of the floodplain within an eight-hour period.
• A
 river inlet cove should be provided for queuing purposes at the base of the
portaging path. Stone-step terraces should be provided in the cove for boaters
to exit onto a hard bank surface.
• T
 he portaging path, paved in concrete with a ribbed finish, should have a 5
percent maximum grade.

Section B-B’ through boat dock

Natural Lake

Headwaters Cypress Pond layout

Example: Cypress tree stand

Headwaters Cypress Pond
Although not part of the Natural Lake from a hydrologic standpoint, the proposed
Headwaters Cypress Pond provides a vital landscape backdrop, reinforcing the
southern reach of the Trinity Lakes Area as a naturalistic environment. Growing
to 80 feet or more, the Cypress trees will also help screen the Trinity Parkway
from the park as it rises in elevation close the Natural Lake Headwaters. The
pond itself is envisioned as a retention area four feet deep, stretching like a plume
from the headwaters to the Corinth Bridge. With a volume of about 24-acre feet,
this basin is intended also as a biofiltration catchment for parkway storm runoff as
well as urban runoff directed to the Able Pump Station. One or more pipes from
the Able Pump Station could potentially be diverted to the pond for this purpose.
In this way, the Headwaters Cypress Pond will function, like the Natural Lake,
as a significant green infrastructure element. To achieve this design intent, the
Able Pump Station pipes (save for those emptying into the pond) will need to be
extended beyond the parkway limit to the Trinity River under the pond itself.

Guidelines:
• T
 he top of bank of the Headwaters Cypress Pond should be at elevation 406,
coinciding with the top of the lakes’ protective berm. This will allow topographic
continuity between both earthen features.
• In the interest of natural filtration, the basin should not be lined or hardened.
This will optimize growth conditions for the Cypress trees.
• T
 he outlets for storm pipes draining into the pond—especially pipe(s) from the
Able Pump Station—should be armored as necessary to prevent erosion.
• A
 n overflow pipe should be provided in order to drain into the river through the
Able channel outlet along with the other pipes coming from the pump station.
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Urban Lake

“Owing to its proximity to downtown and major urban destinations, it is anticipated that most visitors to Dallas will
gather their first impression of the Trinity River Corridor
through the passage to and arrival at the Urban Lake.”

Urban Lake
Spanning from the Natural Lake to the Baker Pump Station outfall channel, the
90-acre Urban Lake is approximately 6,600 feet in length, ranging in width from
a maximum of 800 feet below the Margaret McDermott Bridge (Interstate-30) to
a minimum of 400 feet north of the Continental Bridge. Owing to its proximity to
Downtown Dallas and major urban destinations (American Airlines Center or the
West End, for example), it is anticipated that most visitors to Dallas will gather
their first impression of the Trinity River Corridor through the passage to and arrival at the Urban Lake. As the centerpiece of the park, the Urban Lake has been
designed to include “signature” features and program elements distributed along
its nearly 2.5-mile perimeter:

• Promenade
• Downtown Overlook
• Arrival Plaza
• Chinese-inspired Water Maze
• Skate Park
• Central Island
• Central Island Amphitheater
• Fountain Plaza
• Group Pavilion
• Kayak course (Lakes Outlet Channel)
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Context Diagram
Urban Lake Area

Lake Character
The Urban Lake also provides the setting for the signature bridges designed by
Santiago Calatrava: the Margaret Hunt Hill (formerly Woodall Rodgers) and the
Margaret McDermott bridges(I-30),
The Urban Lake should provide along its perimeter a variety of recreation venues
ranging from areas for mass gatherings to quiet nooks for rest and relaxation,
with paths and trails connecting major recreational attractions. A clear distinction should occur between the downtown side of the lake and its counterpart
facing the river channel: the former as an “urban” park with a wide promenade
and a mostly built-up landscape; the latter as a predominant recreational lawn
with a soft, undulating topography. However, both sides of the lake’s edge should
provide a sense of accessibility and intimacy that encourages people to touch the
water and/or wade in it.

Guidelines:
• T
 o mark the distinction between sides, the lake’s downtown edge should be
fairly straight, with sharp geometric lines, while the river side of the lake should
meander broadly, designed toward maximizing the reflectivity potential of the
lake bridges.
• T
 he lake edges should provide for an 18-inch maximum freeboard through a
variety of conditions, from short retaining walls on the downtown side to gently
sloping aprons on the river side.
• A
 n underwater shelf not more than 24 inches below the surface and extending
into the lake from four to six or more feet should be provided for safety purposes.
• O
 n the Central Island between the Commerce Street Bridge and the Central
Island Amphitheater, the safety bench should be a gently sloping reinforced
concrete apron to a maximum depth of 18 inches. The intent is to facilitate wading. A further 5-foot-wide safety bench should extend into the lake thereon, 12
inches farther below the surface. The apron should have an exposed, river rock
aggregate finish.

Promenade Lake Edge Section
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Flood Wall
Water Wall

Perched

Return Flow Pipe

Promenade

Cypress Wetland

100 YR Flood Elevation

Urban Lake

Section through floodwall, aeration water wall and cypress biofiltration wetland along Urban Promenade

Water Quality
It is anticipated that the Urban Lake will be prone to algal blooms owing to its
more remote location from the incoming treated water source. Various natural or
low-energy methods should be considered in the Urban Lake as mitigation against
algal blooms and other impurities. Among them should be aeration jets embedded
in the lake itself, aeration water walls and perched biofiltration wetlands. Wherever possible, these and potentially other water quality improvement methods
should be designed integrally with the landscape to maximize their microclimatic
and aesthetic value.

Guidelines:
• W
 ater quality should be suitable for bodily contact resulting from wading or play
in interactive water features as dictated by city and state health regulations.
• N
 o motorized craft should be permitted on the Urban Lake save for maintenance,
security, emergency, and ferry watercrafts. The use of electric, solar-powered or
other nonpolluting motors should be explored for all allowed motorized craft.
• A
 special lake aeration feature should be installed by the eastern pylons of the
I-30 Bridge to enhance water flows there and prevent stagnation.
• The use of chemical additives for water purification should be the method of last resort.

Urban Lake
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Rendering of Urban Promenade

Promenade
The Promenade is envisioned as a quintessential strolling ground, a place with
multiple possibilities for people watching, casual gatherings and conversation. It
should also be a place that is periodically activated by major events and activities,
adequately supporting crowds both as participants (e.g., long-distance running
races) and spectators. The Promenade should run the length of the Urban Lake
on its downtown side, “anchoring” the lake’s urban character by means of ornamental paving, steps, terraces, furnishings, lighting, fountains and planters. These
elements should be distributed along the full width of the Promenade (as defined
by the areas from the Trinity Parkway floodwall to the lake edge itself) to create
a variety of conditions along its entire length. To add further variety, the strolling
portion of the Promenade should gently meander between the floodwall and the
lake edge, affording changing views and places to rest. The intent is for pedestrians to feel a casual shift in orientation, defying the otherwise straight and rigid
backing of the Trinity Parkway.

Guidelines:
• G
 reater unencumbered space on the Promenade should be provided by the
Downtown Overlook (Arrival Plaza) to facilitate centrally located gatherings as
well as full views of the signature Calatrava bridges. At this location, the Promenade should be 150 feet in width. The remainder of the Promenade should be
100 feet wide on average, with no portion less than 80 feet in width.
• A
 clear, fully paved surface not less than 25 feet in width should be maintained
throughout for strolling purposes.
• S
 ome 80 percent of the strolling surface should be shaded, principally by trees
planted on adjacent areas or directly on the strolling surface within contained
areas of structural soil. Tree grates should be avoided.
• P
 aving should consist of textured concrete, stained or with integral color, to
create shifting patterns along the Promenade.

• Vertical surfaces detached from the floodwall should mostly be clad in stone,
evoking natural limestone layers. Seating elements should be incorporated within such walls wherever possible, in changing configurations through steps, projections and/or ground-level stone slabs. Regionally available Lueders limestone
should be the material of preference for stone cladding, boulders and slabs.
• The vertical surface attached to the floodwall should be a concrete-backed
mosaic of stone, crated plantings (i.e., “green wall”), aeration water walls and
solar panels arranged in shifting bands according to conditions of sun, location
of perched wetlands, availability of seating, areas for gathering, and so forth.
See Appendix Section A for a detailed and specific materials palette.
• S
 tormwater generated by the hard surface areas in the Promenade should drain
toward planting zones or sheet flow into the lake.
• Planted areas should be irrigated with lake-drawn water.
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Plan and perspective of Downtown Overlook (overlook building TBD)

Downtown Overlook
The extension of Reunion Boulevard from Industrial Boulevard to the levee will
constitute the primary access to the park from downtown. Ramps and stairs will
facilitate access to the levee top from a drop-off area at the terminus of Reunion
Boulevard. A bridge will then provide access from the levee top to a deck over
the Trinity Parkway supporting viewing areas, ramps down to the Promenade and,
potentially, a signature overlook pavilion containing meeting rooms, displays and
concession and restroom facilities. This arrival sequence represents the minimum
improvements necessary to satisfy park access across the levee and the parkway,
per the Balanced Vision Plan. Future developments north and south of the Reunion
Boulevard extension will expand upon and enhance the arrival sequence, as well
as potentially grow the overlook area (parkway deck), from Commerce Street to
I-30, to include retail recreation and entertainment establishments. The access
proposals presented here anticipate the future potential expansion of the overlook
area and are coordinated with requisite structural and utility requirements.

Guidelines:
• T
 he access roadway from Industrial Boulevard should rise toward the levee at
no more than a 5 percent slope; a 110-foot diameter turnaround should be provide at the roadway terminus for fire equipment access purposes. The design
of the roadway and adjacent sidewalks should meet the standards set for the
Riverfront development area, per the city’s form-based code.
• T
 he bridge spanning the west side of the levee to the Trinity Parkway deck
should be designed to accept maintenance and construction equipment. No
portion of the bridge span or utility pipes associated with it should lie below the
800-year Standard Project Floor (SPF).
• T
 o reinforce the levee for foundation penetration purposes—for the proposed
bridge as well as potential future foundations associated with an expanded
overlook deck—it is recommended that a diaphragm wall be considered for the
entirety of the levee top between Commerce Street and the I-30 Bridge.
• A
 ll structures built on top of the deck should be a maximum of two floors in
height, plus potential rooftop occupancy. Live loads should be assumed at 100
pounds per square foot (throughout the deck) and dead loads at 195 pounds

per square foot (at building sites). It is anticipated that deck support columns
will be spaced along the Parkway median and outside edges (+/- 60-foot
spans) and longitudinally every 20 feet.
• F
 uture parkway deck extensions should stop short of the Commerce and I-30
bridges, 100 and 200 feet, respectively. These gaps will afford better light and
ventilation into the parkway and help preserve the integrity of the bridges as
singular urban structures. It is recognized that deck extensions beyond 500 feet
in length will require mechanically-assisted ventilation for the parkway below.
To minimize initial capital outlays and ongoing operations and maintenance
costs, every attempt should be made to design parkway deck extensions with
sufficient open air gaps to obviate the need for such mechanically assisted ventilation. Creative design solutions should be employed to accomplish this goal
while shielding deck visitors from the sights and sounds of the parkway below.
• R
 amps from the parkway deck to the Promenade should be 16 feet minimum in
width to accommodate groups as well as bystanders along the railings. Maximum ramp grades should be 5 percent. Ramp radii should permit the movement
of light emergency and service vehicles.

Urban Lake
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Arrival Plaza

PARKWAY DECK

100 YEAR FLOOD WALL
100 YR

Section through Arrival Plaza at the Urban Lake

Arrival Plaza
Once the levee and Trinity Parkway are overcome from an access standpoint,
people will descend through gradual ramps and steps to the Urban Lake, acquiring along the way commanding views of the park and signature Calatrava bridges.
The intent is to make this passage, terminating in a grand lakeside “Arrival Plaza,”
unique, fun and memorable. About 800 feet in length and with an average width
of about 100 feet, the Arrival Plaza on some days will feel beach-like with open
expanse; on other days, it will be the locus for large crowds to gather for the
start or finish of racing events and other festivities. Some 2,000 or more people
will be able to gather on a grand seating staircase backing the plaza to watch the
proceedings.

The Downtown Overlook above will seemingly hover over the plaza, allowing for
a high perch on which to witness activities below. The underside of the overlook
will be equipped with mist emitters to help provide microclimate comfort through
evaporative cooling. Water walls flanking the access ramps from the Downtown
Overlook will further contribute to the cooling of the plaza. More than 400 feet in
total length, the water walls will exhibit behind their watery curtain names of individuals and organizations contributing to the park’s development and implementation. The arrangement of these elements intends to convey a feeling of material
fluidity and visual openness towards the lake—allowing also for the flexible use of
the plaza according to programmed events.

Guidelines:
• T
 he plaza paving should be distinctive and different for the Promenade to
underscore its civic importance. Native Texas pink granite should be considered
as the primary material.
• V
 ertical surfaces associated with the access ramps should be clad in the native
Lueders limestone, providing aesthetic continuity with the remainder of the Promenade.
• T
 he seating staircase should be clad in dark gray granite not only to maximize
its durability and resistance to flood-related impacts (type, pattern and color to
be determined) but also, given its scale, to reduce glare.
• Sculptural seating elements should be made from Texas pink granite.
• H
 andrail, railings and other required metal assemblies should be fabricated
with stainless steel to minimize long-term maintenance. See Appendix Section
A for a detailed and specific materials palette.
• Storm water generated by the Arrival Plaza should sheet flow into the lake.
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Detail plan and perspective of water maze

Promenade “Eye Brows”
Special activity sites in the shape of eyebrows pushing into the lake are proposed under the
Commerce Street and I-30 bridges. These sites are intended to act as recreational “bookends” to the Arrival Plaza and also as transitions into the Urban Promenade: the Commerce
Street brow as a children’s garden with a Chinese-inspired water maze evoking the meanders and oxbows of the Trinity River, and the I-30 brow as a Skate Park, drawing teenagers
and young adults. The intent of these facilities is to not only generate activity for different
age groups in proximity to the Arrival Plaza but also create park use under bridge spans that
otherwise can be tough environments to inhabit.

Guidelines:
• The Skate Park should consist of anchored challenge sections approved for play and
competition by recognized skate park manufacturers.
• A 10 foot-candle average illumination level should be provided for the skate park under I-30.
• T
 he children’s water garden should consist of a flat, lawn-covered surface over which a
meandering water channel is “carved.” The channel should be stone-lined for durability.
• About 50 percent of the water garden should be shaded with trees for microclimate comfort

Conceptual Skate Park Section under I-30 bridge

Urban Lake

Section through the Central Island/Amphitheater

Section through the Central Island/Fountain Plaza
Rendering of Central Island

Central Island (Urban Lake Portion)
The proposed shape and form of the Central Island facing the Urban Lake is the
result of two competing needs: (1) to expand the width of the Urban Lake under the
floodway bridges for maximum reflection and (2) to meander the new river alignment, however slightly, while keeping its excavation outside 200 feet of the Oak
Cliff levee toe. In balancing these needs, the Central Island acquired a long, sinuous shape that bulges at its ends and center to accommodate signature recreation
features: the Amphitheater, Fountain Plaza and Group Pavilion. Still, over 1.5 miles
in length and 47 acres in area, the Central Island is likely to become the park’s “goto” destination for passive recreation; mainly, this is due to large extensions of managed turf for lounging and picnicking, with great landscape-buffered views of both
Oak Cliff and Downtown Dallas, plus long secondary trails with which to experience both the lake and river environments. If the island were filled to capacity, over
100,000 people could gather end-to-end to participate in holiday festivities.
In recognition of the need for both shade and open views, iconic shade structures are proposed in the central portion of the island opposite the Downtown
Overlook and Arrival Plaza. The structures should be flower-like, scattered about
this portion of the island as if having sprouted naturally. Structures should also
be equipped with solar fabric powered lighting designed to cast a soft nighttime

glow, inviting people to remain in the park well after dusk. Landforms within the
island are intended to evoke river meanders, rising to 12 feet in parts to provide
enhanced views of the lake and the skyline beyond. Depending on the elevation of
flood event, the island topography will at times appear like an archipelago, with
some of the shade structures rising out of the floodwaters.

Guidelines:
• N
 o trees should be planted on the Urban Lake portion of the Central Island
between Commerce Street and the I-30 bridges. Elsewhere, trees should predominate, at an average density of not more than 12 trees per acre, excepting
the Central Island Amphitheater and the Lakes Outlet Channel.
• No portion of the shade structure canopy should be below the 100-year flood line.
• S
 eating walls or other vertical structures in the Central Island should be made
of or clad with Lueders limestone.
• Lawn areas associated with the shade structures (between Commerce Street
and I-30), the Central Island Amphitheater and the Group Pavilion should be
mechanically irrigated, using lake-drawn water. Other lawn areas in the Central
Island should not be irrigated.

Island canopy elevation
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Central Island Amphitheater renderings

Central Island Amphitheater
Occupying the southern terminus of the Central Island (Urban Lake portion) a
1.3-acre, 2,000-person capacity amphitheater is proposed. Rising to a crest of
20 feet above the lake, the seating areas will have as a backdrop a breathtaking
view of the Margaret McDermott Bridge (I-30) and the downtown skyline over
the Urban Lake. Scattered native Burr Oaks will provide shade, drawing parallels with performances “in the woods” occuring at the world-famous Swarthmore
College Amphitheater in Philadelphia. Stone boulders are proposed as intermittent seating elements, extending the feel of the stone-clad lakes Isthmus along the
Urban Lake. Performers would use a floating, covered stage moored to the lake
edge and secured to the lake bed by means of tethered buoy. The intent is for the
stage to be periodically relocated to other lake performance venues such as the
Arrival Plaza.

Guidelines:
• Lighting and electrical power should be provided on a permanent basis according
to specific performance and security requirements.
• ADA criteria should be met for access to the floating stage and the amphitheater crest.
• T
 he proposed Burr Oaks should be transplanted as mature trees (10-year growth
minimum) to allow for adequate sight lines soon after the amphitheater opens.
• T
 he stone boulders (Lueders limestone) should be arranged as long, curving
benches following the topography and range in height form 12 to 18 inches for
seating or leaning purposes.

Urban Lake

Fountain Plaza Plan

Fountain Plaza
A major interactive water feature is proposed on the Central Island opposite the
Arrival Plaza and Downtown Overlook. This feature is intended not only to attract
people of all ages to cool off and play amid a variety of water effects but also to
function as a daytime and nighttime attraction from the overlook and potential future development associated with the parkway deck. The proposed plaza is about
one acre in area and bows out into the lake to create a large wading area with
interactive water jets. Access to the plaza would be provided through secondary paths in the Central Island, from Oak Cliff over the river across a pedestrian
bridge north of I-30 and from the river by means of a canoe landing and ramp up
to the plaza level through an armored gap in the protective berm. Stepped terraces would frame the western edge of the plaza for gathering and viewing purposes.

Guidelines:
• The plaza should be treated as an extension of the safety aprons proposed for
the Central Island between the Commerce Street and I-30 bridges, replicating
their material quality, maximum depth and safety features.
• V
 ertical surfaces within the plaza, such as the seating terraces, should consist
of Lueders limestone boulders and/or concrete structures clad with Lueders.
• T
 he raised curving elements containing the interactive water jets should be clad
in dark granite for durability purposes and also to maximize the visual effect of
splashing water. Nozzles should be easily accessible for maintenance purposes.
• L
 ake waters should be used for the interactive water jets, as may be permitted
by city and state health codes.
• V
 ault(s) required to house mechanical equipment should be placed entirely underground, with sealed, flood-proof hatches and/or doors for access purposes.
• R
 equired vault vent(s) shall extend above the SPF and be structurally capable
of withstanding flood forces and debris impacts. If feasible, it is recommended
that such vent(s) be incorporated as part of one or more of the proposed Central Island shade structures.
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Group Pavilion conceptual drawings, plan and perspectives

Group Pavilion
A 15-foot-high mound is proposed as a terminus to the Urban Lake, functioning as
a group gathering area. Atop the mound, over a 2.5-foot circular stone-clad plinth,
will be a Group Pavilion, shaded by photovoltaic-clad tensile fabric. The pavilion’s
circular and undulating structure intends to emulate the Central Island shade
structures, albeit with a larger span. A 300-space surface parking lot will serve
this facility, providing parking also to the Promenade and Continental Bridge users. Connectivity from the parking area to the mound will be provided by means
of a pedestrian bridge and a service roadway to the pavilion. The location of this
facility is strategic: to afford commanding, longitudinal views of the lake and its
signature bridges and to create a dramatic topography by curling around the
lakes’ outlet channel. Operationally, the use of the pavilion and its immediately
surrounding area would be on a fee and reservation basis, as managed by the
Dallas Park and Recreation Department. When not reserved, the pavilion and surrounding area would be open to the general public.

Guidelines:
• The pavilion should be designed to accommodate up to a 300-person gathering,
seated under its canopy.
• N
 o portion of the pavilion canopy should be below the 100-year flood elevation.
Structural steel elements and the shade fabric should be white. Concrete elements
should have bush-hammered finish and be natural in color.
• S
 lopes from the pavilion to the lake edge should not exceed 1:12; slopes toward
the Lakes Outlet Channel should not exceed 1:4.
• P
 aved in concrete, the pedestrian access path should be not less than 8 feet in
width, with a grade not exceeding 5 percent.
• T
 he pedestrian bridge over the outlet channel leading to the pavilion should be
prefabricated, engineered to withstand flood events and related impacts.

• P
 aved in concrete, the access roadway should be 20 feet in width, with a grade
not exceeding 8 percent. Five parking spaces for persons with disabilities
should be provided alongside the access road within reasonable proximity
of the pavilion. The access road should allow for temporary drop-off with
adequate turnaround space.
• T
 he vehicular bridge leading over the outlet channel to the pavilion should be
20 feet wide engineered to support emergency and maintenance vehicles.

Urban Lake

Rendered Plan of Lakes’ Outlet Channel

Urban Lake

Trinity River
Trinity River

Primary Trail

Lakes Outlet
Channel with
white water run

Group Pavilion

Secondary Trail

Lakes Outlet Channel
About 60 millions gallons per day of recycled water will flow more than 2.25 miles
through the Natural and Urban Lakes before exiting to the river over a 20-foot-wide,
2,800-foot meandering channel. The channel will contain resting pools, riffles, varying slopes and turns to the benefit of kayaking and canoeing enthusiasts, simulating
a white water run. Still, the channel will be safe enough for the casual boater to
negotiate the approximately 17-foot drop from the Urban Lake to the river’s low flow
elevation. The earth form surrounding the channel is intended to facilitate viewing
of potential boating events while in some areas creating a “gorge” effect through
steeper, rock-clad embankments backed by Cypress tree plantings.

Guidelines:
• The Lakes Outlet Channel should be lined with exposed aggregate concrete,
with intermittent drifts of Lueders limestone forming stepped edges and channel braids. Overall, the channel should look more natural than man-made.
• T
 he slope of the channel should vary between pools to create different boating conditions. The average slope as well as the depth of the channel will be
dictated by hydrologic and safety requirements.
• A
 10-foot-wide service and emergency gravel path should parallel the outlet
channel beginning at the vehicular bridge and extending to the river.
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Oak Cliff Parkland

“The Oak Cliff Parkland will offer through its prairie-like
landscape a more intimate recreation setting; also, through
the levee rise, it is a prime perch from which to gather and
capture wide views of the park and the downtown skyline.”

Oak Cliff Parkland
The Oak Cliff Parkland area consists of the long swath of floodway contained
between the Oak Cliff levee and the river channel, stretching from the Pavaho
Wetlands down to Moore Park. It is a unique area of the park that will offer
through its prairie-like landscape a more intimate recreation setting; also, through
the levee rise, it is a prime perch from which to gather and capture wide views of
the park and the downtown skyline. The proposed natural landscape emphasis is
intended to be reflective of the values of the Oak Cliff community, drawing nearby
families to a quieter, more passive park setting as part of their normal routine.
Prime opportunities for viewing wildlife will be available along secondary trails as
well as the equestrian trail paralleling the toe of the levee. Discrete areas for active play will also be provided. Along this 3-mile stretch of the park, six pedestrian
access points across the levee are proposed including a vehicular entrance and
parking area at Elouise Lundy Park. From these entries, paths will direct Oak Cliff
residents to core areas of the park and beyond Downtown Dallas, Cedars West,
the Design District, Victory and Uptown.

Several key elements will define the character of the Oak Cliff Parkland
as a balanced landscape for both recreation and the enjoyment of wildlife:
• Corinth Wetlands
• Overlooks
• Nature-based play area
• Turf “brows”
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Context Diagram
Oak Cliff Parkland Area

Oak Cliff Parkland

Play Area

Boardwalks and
bird blinds

Rendering of Corinth Wetlands boardwalk

Corinth Wetlands
Stretching from the DART Bridge to Interstate-35 and from the toe of the levee
to the river channel, the 110-acre Corinth Wetlands are intended to preserve and
enhance the emergent wetlands that are present in that area of the floodway. Park
users will be able to step into a natural landscape largely devoid of human activity
and witness along the way the patterns of waterfowl and other wildlife. Among
the proposed nature-oriented enhancements are the 5-acre Oxbow Lake, intended
as a deeper pool for fish and other aquatic animals, and groves of native wetland shrubs and trees providing improved habitats for birds and mammals. The
Primary Trail will traverse the wetland close to the toe of the levee on its way to
Moore Park. Bird blinds will afford up-close bird-watching along boardwalk spurs
stemmed to the Primary Trail.
An open park space location linked to a park access road from Elouise Lundy
Park will feature a 115-space parking lot with a custom-designed playground that
encourages adventurous play. The playground will be a non-catalog assembly of
granite shapes that allow for sliding, hiding and climbing. This design approach
is context-sensitive to the Corinth Wetlands environment and will compliment the
recreational program, acting as an extension of the Elouise Lundy Park.

Guidelines:
• Boardwalks should be 12 feet wide, elevated not more than 18 inches from
existing grade and supported by post and beam construction. Decking will be
recycled material such as TREX. Railings need not be provided.
• B
 ird blinds should match the material quality of the boardwalks and should be
oriented longitudinally with respect to the floodway to minimize their profile
against rising flood waters.
• E
 mergent wetlands should be preserved and enhanced with native plant
material that is of direct benefit to wildlife. Tree groves will be introduced and
designed to attract both migratory and local birds.
• T
 he proposed parking area should lie under the “shadow” of the future I-35
signature bridge and accommodate about 115 spaces.

Section and cross section of a bird blind
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Trinity Overlook

Overlooks
The views from the levee top toward Downtown Dallas have historically defined
the city of Dallas—a city with a river at its feet—all the more graphically when
floodwaters rise and fill the 2,000-foot-wide basin levee-to-levee. In this regard,
the Oak Cliff levee is a privileged park feature, deserving of special places from
which to stop and absorb panoramic views of the park. To this end, two significant
levee-top overlooks are proposed: (1) at Commerce Street (recently completed as
a temporary facility) and (2) at the Houston Street Viaduct. The latter will afford
a unique axial view of the center points of the Margaret McDermott and Margaret
Hunt Hill bridges. To enhance the levee setting, especially in springtime, it is proposed that wildflowers be added to the Buffalo grass once the levees are raised
to the 800 Standard Project Flood (SPF).

Guidelines:
• The proposed overlooks should consist of a paving apron, benches,
interpretive signage, coin-operated telescopes and shade structures similar
in scale, character and materiality to the recently completed temporary
facility on Commerce Street.
• S
 ecurity features, control gates and other singular features related to proposed
gateways at these locations should be fully integrated with the overlook designs.
• No portion of the overlook should penetrate the levee surface.
• The proposed wildflower mix should be native to Texas.

Oak Cliff Parkland

Concept drawing of nature-based play area

Precedent Imagery

Nature-Based Play Area
Much of the park will have a naturalistic quality, no area more richly so than the
Corinth Wetlands. This area will satisfy a growing demand for children to be exposed to, and, more importantly, play in, a natural environment. A unique, naturebased and custom-designed play area is proposed at the north end of the Corinth
Wetlands to further address this demand. The proposed parking area under I-35
will provide proximate access, especially for children with disabilities. The play
area will feature stone boulders and rocks for climbing, skipping and jumping;
gravelly surfaces for walking; drainage swales reminiscent of river channels for
running; ponds for splashing; mature trees for climbing; shrubs to smell and interesting foliage to feel.

Guidelines:
• All playground materials should be flood-resistant.
• Stone elements should be a combination of Lueders limestone and
Texas pink granite.
• Wood elements should be manufactured from recycled sources.
• D
 rainage swales within the play area should be coordinated with the nearby
parking drainage requirements to serve as a drainage and biofiltration conduit.
• T
 he use of allegorical elements such as sculpted or crafted figures or
features from children’s story books is encouraged.
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Turf “Brows” Layout Plan

Urban Lake

Trinity
River

Trinity
River
Turf Brow

Turf “Brows”
Several long and sinuous patches of maintained turf are proposed between the
Oak Cliff levee and the river to serve as venues for informal active play, community gatherings and civic events. These patches will also serve as picnic grounds
during Fourth of July festivities, expanding the capacity of the Urban Lake area as
the park’s central meeting place.

Guidelines:
• T
 he turf brows should be graded to shed stormwater to adjacent swales and
catchment areas. Minimum grade should be 2 percent, rising equally from the
brows’ longitudinal boundaries.
• Turf should be Buffalo grass.
• The turf should be mechanically irrigated.

Turf Brow

Turf Brow

West Dallas Recreation Complex

“The West Dallas Recreation Complex, located primarily between
the Westmoreland and Sylvan Bridges, is not solely dedicated
to organized sports, but has a strong emphasis on amenities
and activities for all members of the family.”

West Dallas Recreation Complex
The West Dallas Recreation Complex, located primarily between the Westmoreland and Sylvan Bridges, is not solely dedicated to organized sports, but has
a strong emphasis on amenities and activities for all members of the family. The
area is designed to accommodate 17 regulation soccer fields, 15 acres of flexible
field space, 6 basketball courts and two children’s playgrounds as well as access
to trails, shady picnic grounds, concessions areas and ample, convenient parking.
The fields will be above the 2-year flood level to ensure adequate turf quality and
reduced maintenance. Turf and paved areas will be graded to drain into bioswales and wetlands that can receive, filter and ultimately drain their stormwater.
Tree bosques, allees and meadows will be planted adjacent to the fields and parking areas. This mix of herbaceous wetlands, shade trees and open meadows will
provide a naturalistic counterpoint to the recreation fields.
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Context Diagram

West Dallas Recreation Complex

West Dallas Recreation Complex

Rendering of fields showing vehicular parking and circulation

Parking and Circulation
Parking provisions have been established in support of a full contingent of players
and spectators within each field area. Parking is also provided for the playground
areas, basketball courts, picnic grounds and flex fields. It is anticipated that
parking spaces will also be used to access the park trails. The picnic grounds are
served by immediately adjacent parking in recognition of families who prefer to
remain close to their vehicles. Overall, approximately 800 parking spaces should
be provided between the proposed spaces, plus another 200 parallel spaces
alongside the park road adjacent to the fields’ area.

Guidelines:
• Parking areas should follow the guidelines contained in the Access and Circulation Section of this document.
• F
 ields area parking lots should have 10-foot-wide edged sidewalks to facilitate
pedestrian access from the parking area to the fields.
• P
 arking lots should be lit in support of nighttime play. A 1-footcandle level of
illumination is recommended. Luminaires should be a cutoff type to minimize
spillage and glare.
• T
 he parking lots should drain toward the wetlands located to the north, allowing
for biological filtering and cleaning of contaminants.
• A
 reas for restrooms and concessions, with power and water, should be provided directly adjacent to the parking areas for ease of access and visibility.
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West Dallas Recreation Complex Rendered Plan

Recreation Complex Flex Space

Basketball Courts Under
Hampton Bridge

Play Area

Play Area

Championship Field

Field Layout / Grading and Drainage
The fields are proposed to be organized within four separate areas, each capable
of accommodating four simultaneous regulation soccer games. A fifth area is
proposed as a venue for championship games, with a viewing mound for several
hundred spectators. The field areas are large enough to also simultaneously accommodate an equal number of rugby, lacrosse, field hockey, cricket and Ultimate
Frisbee® contests, plus warm-up and practice areas. It will be the purview of the
City Park and Recreation Department to manage the field areas in support of
citywide sports organizations and programs. The “quad” organization results in
efficient amounts of paved roads, sidewalks and restroom facilities and increased
spectator density, making for a more exciting game environment.

Guidelines:
• F
 ields should be oriented longitudinally close to north-south to minimize glare
on players’ eyes.
• T
 he managed turf area available for play should be above the 2-year flood
elevation and have a 2-percent cross-slope for effective drainage. Within these
parameters, the use of fill should be minimized.
• A
 25-foot buffer for pedestrian circulation and potential seating should encircle
each field. The buffer should be turfed and also allow flexibility in how the fields
are marked for different events.
• A
 paved path that meets ADA guidelines should be made available for viewing
purposes within 15 feet of the edge of each marked filed.
• T
 he field areas should be lighted for nighttime use, to an average of 30 footcandles, with a 2:1 maximum/minimum ratio. Light fixtures should be mounted
on concrete poles above the 5-year flood elevation. Poles should resists flood
impacts and not create erosive flow on the field turf.

• B
 asketball courts shall be paved in concrete. Hoops will be as flood-resistant as
possible recognizing that their height will be above the 20-year flood elevation.
• T
 he flex space located to the west of Hampton Bridge should be approximately
15 acres large and be perched above the 2-year flood elevation. This area could
be used for impromptu pickup games of turf sports, organized practices or
individual active and passive recreation; it is designed to support any and all
activities requiring a grassy surface. This area could also be striped and used
as additional sports fields during large regional tournaments.

West Dallas Recreation Complex

Playground concept diagram

Kompan playground equipment

Play Areas
About 1.5 to 2 acres in area, the playgrounds are envisioned as destination play
areas with a mix of standard playground equipment and cognitive play areas
designed to serve different age groups from infants to preteens. Their location
between field areas and in close proximity to parking intends to keep all family
members close during league play.

Guidelines:
• Play equipment should be selected to attract and serve different age groups
including infants, toddler, preschoolers, preteens and young teenagers. The
equipment for each age group should be placed in separate cells, with nearby
benches or seat walls for parental supervision.
• Play equipment should be resistant to flooding and proven for its durability.
Still, protective barriers, or screens, should be provided immediately upstream
to minimize the potential damage to the equipment from floating debris.
• Play equipment should be placed in patches of recycled and porous rubber mat
not exceeding 2,500 square feet in area. Patches should be edged by concrete
paving, 10 feet or more in width. A concrete walk should ring the playground to
facilitate toddler cycling as an activity.
• Scattered shade trees are recommended throughout the play areas, planted in
discrete, mulched openings within the concrete or rubberized surfaces.

Playground fence / protective barrier
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“The West Dallas Lake, at nearly 130 acres
and the largest of the park’s three major lakes,
will be the locus for a variety of both water- and
land-based recreation.”

West Dallas Lake Area
The West Dallas Lake occupies the upper one-third of the Trinity Lakes Area,
currently an expansive meadow split widthwise by the river channel and lengthwise by the Westmoreland Bridge. This off-channel lake, at nearly 130 acres and
the largest of the park’s three major lakes, will be the locus for a variety of both
water- and land-based recreation. Fed by groundwater and rainwater and supplemented by water drawn from the river, the lake will have a constant level, sustaining recreation throughout the seasons. Adjacent recreation facilities include flex
fields for sports and games, launching areas for hot air balloons, a boat ramp
and, as its centerpiece, a large amphitheater for crowds of 20,000 or more.
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Context Diagram
West Dallas Lake Area

West Dallas Lake Area 12A

West Dallas Lake Area Rendered Plan

Turf Parking Area

Confluence Boat Launch
Balloon Launch

Play Ground

West Dallas Prairie

West Dallas Lake

West Dallas Lake Flex Space

West Dallas Lake Amphitheater
West Dallas Lake Boating Facility

West Dallas Lake
The area and volume of the lake were dictated by the need for fill as it relates
to the Trinity Parkway bench and the playing fields within the West Dallas Recreation Complex. The shape of the lake was derived from a unique opportunity,
given its surface area, to establish a seven-lane, Olympic-size rowing course that
could support local rowing clubs and institutions as well as hold national and
international regattas. Two rowing lanes fit through the Westmoreland Bridge
spans, which would leave an excess width of about 15 feet between piers—that is,
there would be about a 30-foot separation between the lanes on adjacent spans.
Within this extra space are proposed 20-foot-wide intermittent bands of floating
wetlands. These wetlands would provide a nutrient-absorbing function; they also
would space every pair of lanes with emergent water lilies and other wetland
plants, creating, in effect, a water garden in which to row. Other water quality
improvement methods would consist of edge marshlands, which would promote
aquatic life, and “solar bees,” or floating and photovoltaic-powered aeration
devices. The rowing course would not occupy the entire lake, however. More than
50 acres of water surface, beyond the competition lanes and floating wetlands,
remain available for casual boating.

Guidelines:
• A sufficient water supply from the Trinity River should be provided to the West
Dallas Lake to offset evaporation and maintain a reasonably constant pool
elevation.
• The lake edge treatments should consist of a variety of cross-section configurations and planting schemes. All lake edge configurations should avoid sudden
drop-offs and include a shallow safety bench below the waterline. For stability,
side slopes of the lake should not be more than a 3:1 ratio.
• U
 nder normal conditions, the pool elevation in the lake will be higher than the
water surface in the Trinity River. The design should consider the potential for
seepage that could cause sinkholes or slope failures in the strip of land separating the lake from the river. Lining and anti-seepage protection should be included in the design to prevent the potential for failures. Where seepage cutoff
walls are specified, utility penetrations should be minimized. The bottom of the
lake should be lined as needed for see page control.

• It is recognized that during drought periods, the lake may become vertically
stratified and stagnant, leading to objectionable water quality conditions. All
appropriate mitigation measures should be investigated to include but not be
limited to pumped recirculation (“solar bees”) fountains and chemical applications. However, chemical applications should not be a detriment to the health
and vitality of edge marshlands.
• A
 sediment management plan should be prepared to forecast the quantity of
sediment removal required and potential removal and disposal costs over an
appropriate planning period.
• T
 he design and operation of the lake must meet the requirements of any state
water rights regulations or permits.
• T
 he design must consider all applicable state water quality standards and additional water quality criteria as needed to meet the proposed uses of the lakes.
• T
 he design should conform to all USACE regulations and guidelines for construction in the floodway. Foundations and structural supports should provide
for adequate anchoring of design components during flood events. Floating
components will be designed to remain in place during flood events up to and
including the Standard Project Flood (SPF).
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Schematic of biofilm filtration mat to cover the water lily root system

Rendering of rowing course with floating wetlands

Schematic of floating wetland system

Rowing Course and Boating Facilities
Design of all components will adhere to sound floodplain management principles
and best practice standards for construction in floodplains. Except where otherwise
noted, design components associated with the West Dallas Lake should be designed based on the 100-year, or 1 percent annual, chance exceedance flood event.
The rowing course will provide Dallas with an Olympic-size venue for competitive
rowing and will consist of six rowing lanes and one return lane. Floating wetland
vegetation and the existing bridge piers will be used to delineate the course
lanes. A boat storage and docking facility will be centrally located on the southern side of the lake, with access through a park road extension. A parking lot will
accommodate the average parking needs, including event spectator space, for the
boating facility.

Guidelines:
• The excavation of the lake should maintain a 200-foot buffer from the future toe
of the levee (per USACE requirements) and a 200-foot buffer to the riverbank.
• T
 he rowing lanes should be aligned straight, from beginning to end, through
the Westmoreland Bridge spans. The rowing lanes should be designed per
standards set by USRowing, a subset of the US Olympic Committee. (www.
usrowing.org/uploads/docs/17G1%20.pdf)		
• T
 he floating wetlands would be constructed on structures that are moored
securely to the lake bottom and suspended below the surface so that emergent
vegetation, such as water lilies, would appear on the surface of the lake.

• A
 permanent apron should be provided for temporary boat storage. The apron
should be above the 5 year flood elevation (about 10 feet above the floodplain)
to reduce the frequency of boat removal to higher ground. Paved ramps at no
more than 1:2 should be provided from the storage apron to a lakeside pad and
dock. The dock should be a permanent facility capable of withstanding recurring flood events.
• It is assumed that any protective fencing or cover to the boat storage area will be
provided on a temporary basis by interested parties and/or regatta organizers.
• P
 arking for the boating facility area should be designed to accommodate 120
parking spaces, including six for persons with disabilities. Trailer parking should
be provided alongside the park road.

West Dallas Lake Area

Rendering of West Dallas Amphitheater at noon

Rendering of West Dallas Amphitheater In the evening

Rendering of West Dallas Amphitheater at night

West Dallas Amphitheater
The West Dallas Amphitheater will be a flexible, large-scale outdoor venue with a
capacity for about 22,000 people. The venue can also be used for spectator viewing of rowing events and other general passive recreation, such as picnicking and
relaxing, and will consist of gently sloping lawn seating, with the stage area jutting
out into the West Dallas Lake. With the lake as a foreground, the amphitheater will
offer spectacular views of the downtown skyline. Access to this facility will be provided by new ramps off of the Westmoreland Bridge, leading to a 42-acre eventparking meadow east of the river, with capacity for about 4,500 vehicles. The
existing floodway-level bridge crossing under Westmoreland will be used to access
the amphitheater by foot. Access to (and also exit from) this facility will also be
possible from other proposed parking areas by means of shuttles or special-use
buses utilizing the park road. It is hoped that the Union Pacific Railroad easement
at the toe of the eastern levee will become available in the future for public use.
This easement terminates at the Westmoreland Bridge, potentially becoming a
trolley or other transit mode station providing direct access to the amphitheater.

Guidelines:
• T
 he West Dallas Amphitheater should rise to a height of 20 feet, with a
paved 10 foot wide path defining its crest. The slope of the path should
not exceed 5 percent.
• T
 he area within the amphitheater devoted for spectators should be about
seven acres, sloping at no more than 5 percent toward the stage area.
• T
 he entirety of the lake-facing side of the mound should be lawn, planted
with Buffalo grass. The backside facing the river should be a planted meadow,
with slopes not to exceed 1:4.
• T
 he park road should edge the lake and facilitate access to the stage area
for setup and operation purposes.
• It is assumed that power, lighting, security, fencing, portable restrooms,
concession and other performance and crowd service requirements will
be provided by licensed and permitted event organizers.
Layout plan of West Dallas Amphitheater
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Layout plan of flex space and play area

Rendering of balloon launch area

Confluence Boat Launch

Flex Space

Balloon Launch Areas

This boat launch will provide boaters, both motorized and non-motorized, with
the opportunity to enter the Trinity River at its uppermost point of the park and
thus experience the entirety of the river corridor down to the I20 boating facility,
a 20-mile run. The confluence facility can also serve as a takeout for boaters
coming from upstream on either the West Fork or Elm Fork. The launch parking
area is intended to accommodate both trailer and non-trailer vehicles.

Located at the head of the West Dallas Lake is proposed an open field area or
“flex” space suitable for impromptu pickup games, organized practices, nonleague team play and other recreation activities such as kite-flying. The area
could also be striped and used for organized play in support of periodic regional
tournaments associated with the West Dallas Recreation Complex. An adjacent
parking lot will service the flex space along with a lake-facing play area.

A potential balloon launching area is proposed at the confluence. This area can
be used as a staging area for balloon race starts and for balloon glows. This site
was chosen because of easy access, lack of nearby power lines and the landscape backdrops that surrounds it. This areas can also be maintained and used as
additional flex areas when not in use for ballooning.

Guidelines:

Guidelines:

• T
 he boat launch should be approximately 24 feet wide to allow for double use
at any given time. A permanent dock should not be included.

• The flex space should be about 36 acres of managed and irrigated turf. Positive
drainage should be created through a 2 percent grade beginning at the two-year
flood elevation. Contours above the minimum elevation should be designed to
minimize the amount of required fill. The flex space should not be lighted.

• T
 he exact location and orientation of the ramp should be guided by hydrologic
considerations related to flow velocities and the potential accumulation of sediment. An embankment may be necessary to provide quiet water for launching.
• Fifty parking spaces should be provided, one third for trailers.

Guidelines:
• The balloon launching sites should be equivalent to a regulation football field in
area, with positive drainage and a Buffalo grass cover.
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Materials Palette
• The following materials are applicable for all areas inside the Trinity River Corridor,
including the Trinity Fields, Trinity Lakes, and Trinity Forest, unless stated otherwise.
• When mentioned, listed manufacturers are intended as suggestions. If desired, a similar
product made by a different manufacturer is also acceptable.

Paving - Roads and Trails

Paving - Promenade and Plazas

Paving - Parking Lots

Concrete, Broom Finish

Texas Pink Granite

Flexi-Pave

Park Roads, Levee Top Trail

Arrival Plaza, other gathering areas

Paved Parking/Primary Road Shoulders

• With highest fly-ash content possible

• To be quarried in Marble Falls, TX

• 9 inches thick

• Extremely durable

• FlexiPave porous pavement is made of
100% recycled tires, aggregrate rock,
and a binding agent, made by KBI
• www.kbius.com/productinfo.htm

Concrete, Tinted, Broom Finish

Concrete, Recycled Glass Aggregate

Reinforced Turf

Primary Trail

Central Island, other gathering areas

Turf Parking / Park Road Shoulders

• With highest fly-ash content possible

• High recycled content

• 6 inches thick

• With highest fly-ash content possible

• Salvaverde is made of recycled highdensity polyethylene (HDPE), supports
35 tons per ft2, prevents soil compaction
• www.geoproductscorp.com/2006/gpr/
prodotti/giardinaggio/salvaverde.html

Flexi-Pave

Concrete, Special Finish

Recycled Plastic Decking

Secondary Trail

Promenade/Central Island, other
gathering areas

Boardwalks

• FlexiPave porous pavement is made of
100% recycled tires, aggregrate rock,
and a binding agent, made by KBI
• www.kbius.com/productinfo.htm

• With highest fly-ash content possible
• Varying thicknesses

• TREX origins line, Winchester Grey
color
• TREX are made of reclaimed/recycled
wood and plastic fibers
• www.trex.com

Decomposed Local Granite
Equestrian Trail
• Decomposed granite, 3/8” grain size
• Texas pink granite, close proximity
should be the granite source.
• Binder could be used to help stabilize
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Pedestrian Bridge - Trinity Lakes and Trinity Forest

Safety Related Furnishings

Retaining Walls & Abutments

1

Lueders Limestone - Veneer

Security Gate

Bridge Structure

Promenade wall /other walls

Throughout the Corridor

• Corten steel

• Quarried locally

• Galvanized steel gate that blocks
cars

• Prefabricated www.excelbridge.com
special pedestrian bridges

• Can swing open when needed
(manually locked and unlocked)

Solar Panels

Security Camera

Galvanized Steel Grating

Facing, Promenade/other walls

Corridor parking lots

• Energy generated will be sent back
to the grid

• Small, inconspicuous cameras

• Wheels n’ Heels® Heavy Duty Stainless
Steel Grating

• Located at parking lots
• Possible ones found at
www.gotowti.com/index.html

• Can handle vehicle loads and is
pedestrian friendly (very close joints)
ADA compliant
• www.ohiogratings.com/floor-grating.html

Green Wall

Solar Call Box

Facing, Promenade/other walls

Throughout the Corridor

• Appropriate, locally adapted plants
will be specified

• Emergency call box located throughout, specifically on trails at trail mile
markers

• gsky green wall system to be used
• www.g-sky.com

• CB 1‑w solar/cellular, 9’ 9”
www.tec-inc.com/codeblue.html
• Can be yellow or white

Lueders Limestone-Boulders
Armoring and abutments
• Quarried locally -possibly from on site

* Standard TXDot box beam bridges are

proposed at 4 river crossing locations within
the Trinity Lakes Area
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Furnishings
Stone Bench -Lueders Limestone

Steel Bench

Along Central Island/Promenade

Trinity Forest

• Quarried locally -possibly from on site

• Steel sheet bench with marsh grasses
• Powder coated cranberry color
• Landscape Forms ‘Lakeside’
www.landscapeforms.com
• Other furnishings throughout the forest
will also be burgundy in color

Railings
Throughout the Corridor
• Custom railings to be made of silver
powder-coated steel posts with steel
rod rails or cables

Steel Bench

Bike Racks

Fencing - Custom

Trinity Lakes

Trinity Lakes

Playgrounds

• Steel rod bench with 3” steel tube
support, powder coated stone color

• Powder coated Trinity Green steel
rings, bolted to a concrete base

• reminiscent of reeds

• Landscape Forms “Petoskey Group”
www.landscapeforms.com

• Model HS 2-F-SS Horseshoe Rack
www.creativepipe.com

• Corten steel cut out sheet for ‘pickets’
2” by 4” flat steel for posts
• seating incorporated into base of fence

• 90% recycled material, 58% post
consumer, 100% recyclable

Steel Picnic Table & Benches

Bollards

Trinity Lakes

Trinity Lakes

• Steel rod set with 3” steel tube support, powder coated stone color

• Powder coated Trinity Green round
steel pipe

• Landscape Forms “Petoskey Group”
www.landscapeforms.com
• 90% recycled material, 58% post
consumer, 100% recyclable

• Standard bollard height is 36”, can
be permanent or removable, Model
CBR- 6-RF-SS-DT, www.creativepipe.com

Steel Bench - Custom

Trash Receptacles

Recycling receptacles

Throughout the Corridor

Trinity Lakes

Throughout the Corridor

• Allows for park visitors to change
bench orientation to adjust for sun/
shade/views

• 32 gallon standard, 50 galloon custom size, perforated steel

• 32 gallon standard, 50 gallon custom
size, perforated steel

• Trinity Green powder coated finish

• Recycle Blue powder coated finish

• Designed to endure flood conditions
- minimal obstructions that might
catch debris, rotates during a flood

• Decatur Trash Receptacle DCT-TFPS- 32-F-P-LDSe, www.creativepipe.com

• Decatur Trash Receptacle DCT-TF-PS32-F-P-LDSe, www.creativepipe.com

• Powder coated stone color finish

Fence Elevation
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Restrooms Mobile Units - Throughout the Corridor
Skids
• Allows unit to be moved quickly onto
a trailer and out of the floodway
• Will not blow out or become flat
as tires might

• Units should be located near parking areas or large gathering spots, and should
be on skids resting on concrete pads, raising them to the 2 year flood level
• Units to be attached to water and sewer utilities, which would be disconnected
before flood events, allowing the units to be moved to higher ground.
• All units to be the same so there is no difference between male and female units
• Solar collectors to be located on roof

Concrete Pad
• Provides a base for the unit, sloped
at 1.5%
• Raises unit out of the 2 year flood
plain

Corrugated Aluminum Siding
• Used on exterior walls, corrugated
silver finish
• Recycled aluminum siding to be
used, is 100% recyclable

Cast Acrylic
• Used on the entrance wall and side
wall as a translucent window-like
material
• Brings in light and improves visibility while maintaining privacy
• www.3-form.com/materials-chroma.
phpTrinity Green and Trinity Blue
color
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Lighting

High Mast Poles, 175 ft.

Pedestrian Height Poles, 18–22 ft.

Pedestrian Height Poles, 18–22 ft.

Promenade

Primary Path Lighting

Primary Path Lighting, Solar Option

• Steel with green finish reminiscent
of tall blades of grass, tall tapered
pole designed to blend into panoramic field of vision

• Compact aluminum head, slender
tapered pole, galvanized or silver
powder coated finish, curved steel
bracket

• Possible solar option—pole wrapped
in wrap-around Flex Solar Panels

• Energy-efficient and high quality
optics minimize glare

• High performance lighting combined
with graceful aesthetics

• Image shown demonstrates how
light pole can be wrapped in solar
film, fixture shown is not chosen fixture, fixture will be customized

• 1 foot candle light level average,
600’ on center

• 5 candle average light level, 50’ o.c.

• www.visionairelighting.com

• Can shorten fixture arm/bracket
to make fixture less vulnerable to
floods
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Poles Under Bridges, 16–32ft.

Poles at Playfields, 70–90ft.

Parking Lot Poles, 18ft.

Promenade

West Dallas Recreation Complex

Paved Parking Lots

• Used on Promenade when light is
under bridge

• A series that are 90, 80 or 70ft will
be used

• Steel frame with silver powder coated
finish

• Energy-efficient and high quality
optics minimize glare

• Image shown is 9o foot pole

• Stainless steel fittings, silicone gasketing
• .5 foot candle average light level—
based
on IESNA High Security Guidelines
(can be higher if needed)
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Umbrella Shade Structures - Trinity Lakes on Central Island

Typical Shade Structures - Trinity Lakes and Trinity Forest

Main Supports

Framework

• White powder coated and tapered
steel tubes

• steel framework, galvanized or
powder coated
• www.fabricarchitecture.com/products/ all-structures/skylar.html

skylar

• can Skylar
be 3m,
used
4m and as
5m a single one or in
The eye-catching Skylar structure combines
groups
sculpture with shade for use in an array of
applications. From signage and way marking to
walkways of multiple units, this canopy is both fun
and functional. Transform an entrance area or
direct foot traffic using colour, shape and shelter.

Tension Rod System

Fabric Canopy

• Hot-dip galvanized or stainless steel
rods and braces

• Environmentally friendly Solar Glass
Weave fabric, in off white color, life
expectancy of 30 years

Typical Applications
• Signage
• Sculptural Shade
• Walkway

Size options
• 3m wide • 4m wide

• 5m wide

Technical details:

Framework
Framework is mild steel, in either a galvanised finish or polyester powder
coated to most RAL colours.

Fittings
Marine grade (316) stainless steel fixings plus anodised aluminium extrusion.
Fabric canopy options
• PVC coated polyester, available in 8 colour-fast shades, with
a life expectancy of 20 years.
• Environmentally friendly Solar Glass Weave fabric, in offwhite colour only, with a life expectancy of 30 years.

Roof
• Toughened laminated glass with
photovoltaic film or photovoltaic
fabric
• Roof supports to be white powder
coated steel tube

Flood Proofing
• All roof and connecting components
to be above 100 year flood line

Installation
The Skylar can typically be installed in 1 day, on to a concrete foundation
pad by others. Requires good access for light plant equipment and
installation.
Plant Machinery
• Lifter stacker
• Scaffold Tower or Podium Steps
Foundations
One below ground concrete foundation pad for one steel leg. Please request
General Arrangement drawing for more information.

www.fabricarchitecture.com
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Group Pavilion - Trinity Lakes
Main Supports
• Lower part: Pre-cast concrete
tapered round post that ties into
C.I.P concrete footing
• Upper parts: White powder coated
and tapered steel tubes

Tension Rod System
• Hot-dip galvanized or stainless steel
rods and braces

Roof
• Toughened laminated glass with
photovoltaic film or photovoltaic
fabric
• Roof supports to be white powder
coated steel tube

Flood Proofing
• All roof and connecting components
to be above 100 year flood line
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Levee Top Gateways - Trinity Lakes
Structure Base
• Pre-cast concrete bases

Main Supports
• Main Poles: White powder coated
steel tubes attached to concrete
bases

Tension rod system
• White powder coated or stainless
steel rods and braces

Roof Canopy
• Canopy: Waterproof, anti-fungal, UV
resistant, PVC canopy with PVDF
coating; color, white.
• www.birdair.com
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Plant Palette
The following tree palette was chosen after an extensive processes. A possible list of
appropriate tree species was created based on research and feedback from WRT, URS,
and CH2MHill representatives. This list was then further edited based on comments from
a wide array of team members and city officials, including the city forester, and the local
availability of the specie. Tree species that were not chosen and reasons why remain in
the list below so that the reader can see all species that were considered.

Key
Parkway
Parkway Median
Trinity River Forest

Non-native Ornamentals
Groves
Not Acceptable

Canopy Trees
Hornbeam

Bigtooth Maple

Red Maple

Acer grandidentatum

Acer rubrum “Red Super Sonic”

Carpinus betulus ”Columnaris”

• Readily available

Somewhat available

• Somewhat available

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County

• Hybridized upright form, adapted to
Dallas County

• Hybridized upright form

• Grows best in thin soils

• Grows best in more acidic soils

• M
 ay have trouble with heat, not a
good choice for parkway

Caddo Maple

Drummond Red Maple

Pecan

Acer barbatum

Acer rubrum var drummondii

Carya illinoinensis

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Grows best in more acidic soils

• Grows best in more acidic soils

• References Texas heritage

Box Elder

Shantung Maple

Texas Hickory

Acer negundo

Acer truncatum

Carya texana

• Not available

• Readily available

• Somewhat available

• Native to Dallas County area, riverbed

• Not native, adapted to Dallas County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Good flodplain option

• Very adaptable tree

• Native Hickory

• Small size could allow it in median

• Heat tolerant

• Very adaptable

Texas Buckeye

Southern Catalpa

Acer rubrum “Bowhall”

Aesculus Glabra var arguta

Catalpa bignonioides

• Somewhat available

• Somewhat available

• Not available

• Hybridized upright form, adapted
to Dallas County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County

Bowhall Maple

• Grows best in more acidic soils

• One of the first to bloom and drop
leaves
• Difficult to transplant

• Good floodplain choice
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Key
Parkway
Parkway Median
Trinity River Forest

Non-native Ornamentals
Groves
Not acceptable

Canopy Trees
Texas Ash

Sweetgum “Rotundifolia”

Sweetbay Magnolia

Fraxinus texenis

Liquidambar styraciflua “Rotundifolia”

Magnolia virginiana

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to Dallas County area

• Hybridized form, no seeds

• Specify Texas Ash, not white or green

• Adapted to Dallas County

• N
 ative to East Texas, adapted to
Dallas County area

• Smaller, more drought tolerant

• More suited to East Texas

• Fragrant, adaptable tree

Honey Locust

Fastigiate Sweetgum

Osage Orange

Gleditsia triacanthos

Liquidambar styraciflua “Slender Silhouette”

Maclura pomifera “White Shield”

• Readily available

• Somewhat available

• Somewhat available

• Native to Texas, adapted in Dallas County

• Hybridized form, adapted to Dallas County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Very adaptable, found in existing forest

• More suited to East Texas

• Good floodplain/bioengineering choice

Black Walnut

Magnolia

Dawn Redwood

Juglans nigra

Magnolia grandifolia

Metasequoia glyptostroboides

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County, riverbed

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas County

• Not native, adapted to Dallas County

• Good cultivar choice “Claudia Wanamaker”

• Strong tap root

• Alliopathic

• Lovely grand tree

Sweetgum

Magnolia “Little Gem”

Sourgum

Liquidambar styraciflua

Magnolia grandifolia

Nyssa sylvatica

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Somewhat available

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas County

• H
 ybridized form, adapted to
Dallas County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Plant thornless variety

• More suited to East Texas

• Smaller, more pyramidal form

• Not drought tolerant, but can
stand wet feet
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Key
Parkway

Non-native Ornamentals

Parkway Median

Groves

Trinity River Forest

Not acceptable

Canopy Trees
Chinese Pistache

Lacey Oak

Water Oak

Pistacia chinensis

Quercus laceyi

Quercus nigra

• Readily available

• Somewhat available

• Not native, adapted to Dallas County

• N
 ative to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County

• Very heat tolerant and adaptive

• N
 ative to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County, riverbed

• More suited to Central Texas

• Needs more water

American Sycamore

Overcup Oak

Willow Oak

Plantanus occidentalis

Quercus lyrata

Quercus phellos

• Somewhat available

• Somewhat available

• Native Dallas County area, riverbed

• N
 ative to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County, riverbed

• Readily available

• Great Fall color

• Likes floodplain, adaptable

• More suited farther East

• Somewhat available
• N
 ative to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County, riverbed
• Needs more water

Monterrey Oak

London Plane Tree

Bur Oak

Platanus acerifolium

Quercus macrocarpa

Quercus polymorpha

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Not native, adapted to Dallas
County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Not native, adapted to Dallas County

• Good choice, not susceptible to oak wilt

• Good choice, not susceptible to oak wilt

Texas Cottonwood

Chinkapin Oak

Post Oak

Populus deltoids var occidentales

Quercus muhlenbergii

Quercus stellata

• Somewhat available

• Readily available

• Somewhat available

• Native Dallas County area, riverbed

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native Texas floodplain tree

• Good choice, not susceptible to oak wilt

• Cannot be transplanted

• Provides lots of shade, adaptable

• Seedless variety preferred
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Key
Parkway

Non-native Ornamentals

Parkway Median

Groves

Trinity River Forest

Not acceptable

Canopy Trees

Understory Trees
Pond Cypress
Taxodium ascendens

Lace Bark Elm

Huisache

Ulmus parvifolia

Acacia farnesiana

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Somewhat available

• Not native, adapted to Dallas County

• Not native, adapted to Dallas County

• Very adaptable

• Very adaptable

• N
 ative to East Texas, adapted to
Dallas County area

• Smaller/more columnar than Bald Cypress

• More suited to West Texas

Bald Cypress

Elm “Bosque”

Scarlet Buckeye

Taxodium distichum

Ulmus parvifolia “Bosque”

Aesculus pavia var pavia

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Somewhat available

• Native to Texas, adapted in Dallas
County

• N
 ot native hybridized upright form,
adapted to Dallas County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Very adaptable

• Adaptable columnar form

American Elm

Eastern Redbud

Ulmus americana

Cercis canadensis

• Somewhat available

• Readily available

• Native to Dallas County area

• N
 ative to East Texas, adapted to
Dallas County area

• Good floodplain choice

• Very adaptable, early blooms, nice Fall color

Cedar Elm

Texas Redbud

Ulmus crassifolia

Cercis canadensis var texensis

• Readily available

• Readily available

• N
 ative to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Part of the existing Trinity forest

• Very adaptable, early blooms, nice Fall color
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Key
Parkway

Non-native Ornamentals

Parkway Median

Groves

Trinity River Forest

Not acceptable

Understory Trees
Chitalpa

Texas Hawthorne

Eastern Redcedar

Chilopsis catalpa

Crataegus texana

Juniperus virginia

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Hybridized form, adapted to Dallas
County

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Explore thornless varieties

• Use in limited numbers, can be invasive

• Very hardy, fast growing

• Native variety is especially hear resistant

• High wildlife value, evergreen

Desert Willow

Texas Persimmon

Golden Leadball Tree

Chilopsis linearis

Diospyrus texana

Leucaena retusa

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas County

• Native to Dallas County

• Great summer flowering tree

• Very hardy, high wildlife value

• N
 ative to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County
• More adapted to West Texas

• Best on parkway only, not floodway

Fringe Tree

Possumhaw Holly

Crape Myrtle

Chionanthus virginicus

Ilex decidua

Lagerstroemia indica

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to North Central Texas,
riverbed

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas
County

• G
 ood for parkway and bio-engineering near river/lakes

• Hardy, winter interest

• Very hardy, blooms in Summer

Roughleaf Dogwood

Yaupon Holly

Crab Apple

Cornus drummondii

Ilex vomitoria

Malus sp Prairie Fire

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native dogwood, high wildlife value

• Hardy, winter interest

• Hybridized form, adapted to Dallas
County

• D
 rought tolerant, bioengineering
value with root suckering

• Not on parkway due to toxic berries

• P
 rairie Fire has excellent resistance to
rust, mildew and fireblight
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Key
Parkway

Non-native Ornamentals

Parkway Median

Groves

Trinity River Forest

Not acceptable

Understory Trees
Prairie Crabapple

Carolina Buckthorn

Texas Sophora

Malus ioensis

Rhamnus caoliniana

Sophora affinis

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Hybridized form, adapted to Dallas County

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native species

• Adaptable to many growing conditions

• Hardy, very attractive

Texas Mulberry

Flameleaf Sumac

Mexican Buckeye

Morus microphylla

Rhus copallina

Ungnadia speciosa

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Dallas County area

• Easily grown adaptable native tree

• Easily grown

• Hardy, attractive trees

• Too messy for parkway

• High habitat/wildlife value

Texas Pistache

Prairie Sumac

Pistacia texana

Rhus lanceolata

Rusty Blackhaw Viburnum
Viburnum rufidulum

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to Texas, adapted to Dallas county

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Dallas County area

• Needs good drainage

• Easily grown

• Grows on nearly all soil

• More adapted to Central or West Texas

• High habitat/wildlife value

• Needs to be fairly well drained

Mexican Plum

Western Soapberry

Chaste Tree

Prunus mexicana

Sapindus drummondii

Vitex agnus-castus

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Readily available

• Native to Dallas County area

• Native to Dallas County area

• Not native, adapted to Dallas County

• Hardy, very attractive

• Too weedy, possibly invasive

• Easily grown and adaptable, heat tolerant
• Needs decent drainage, summer flowers
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The following shrub, grasses, and forbs species are all native to Texas, with
many native to the Dallas area. Not all are suited to conditions in the floodway
and instead are intended to be used in the parkway, in raised areas in the floodway,
or other areas adjacent to the floodway. The included key denotes which areas they
are best suited for each specie.

Key
Parkway

Wetland

Trinity River Forest

Riparian

Meadow

Shrubs
Flame Acanthus

Texas Star Hibiscus

Rock Rose

Anisacanthus quadrifidus var wrightii

Hibiscus coccineus

Pavonia lasiopetala

American Beautyberry

Texas Sage

Fragrant Sumac

Callicarpa americana

Leucophyllum frutescens

Rhus aromatica

Texas Sotol

Agarita

Black Willow

Dasylirion texanum

Mahonia trifoliolata

Salix nigra

Red Yucca

Turk’s Cap

Autumn Sage

Hesperaloe parviflora

Malvaviscus arboreus var drummondii

Salvia greggii
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Key
Parkway

Wetland

Trinity River Forest

Riparian

Meadow

Shrubs

Grasses
Mexican Bush Sage

Southern Arrowwood

Big Bluestem

Salvia leucantha

Viburnum dentatum

Andropogon gerardii

Common Elderberry

Buckley’s Yucca

Cherokee Sedge

Sambucas nigra

Yucca constricta

Carex cherokeensis

Yellow Bells

Creeping Spikerush

Tecoma stans

Eleocharis palustris

Mapleleaf Viburnum

Virginia Wildrye

Viburnum acerifolium

Elymus virginicus
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Key
Parkway

Wetland

Trinity River Forest

Riparian

Meadow

Grasses
Limpograss

Deer Grass

Autumn Bluegrass

Hermarthria altissima

Muhlenbergia rigens

Poa autumnalis

Baltic Rush

Mexican Feather Grass

Little Bluestem

Juncus balticus

Nassella tenuissima

Schizachyrium scaparium

Purple Muhly

Switch Grass

Hard-stem Blurush

Muhlenbergia capillaris

Panicum virgatum

Scirpus acutus

Big Muhly

Knotgrass

Indiangrass

Muhlenbergia lindheimeri

Paspalum distichum

Sorghastrum nutrans
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Key
Parkway

Wetland

Trinity River Forest

Riparian

Meadow

Grasses

Herbaceous / Forbs
Prairie Cordgrass

Indian Paintbrush

Indian Blanket

Spartina pectinata

Castilleja spp

Gaillardia pulchella

Eastern Gamagrass

Large Flower Tickseed

Prairie Verbena

Tripsacum dactyloides

Coreopsis grandiflora

Glandularia bipinnatifida

Tick clover

Maximilian Sunflower

Desmodium psilophyllum

Helianthus maximiliani

Purple Coneflower

Lespedezas

Echinacea purpurea

Elymus virginicus
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Key
Parkway

Wetland

Trinity River Forest

Riparian

Meadow

Herbaceous / Forbs
Gay-feather

Virginia Creeper

Goldenrod

Liatris mucronata

Parthenocissus quinquefolia

Solidago spp

Prairie Blazing Star

Prairie Phlox

Heath Aster

Liatris pycnostachya

Phlox andicola

Symphyotrichum ericoides

Red Lobelia

Mexican Hat

Lobelia cardinalis

Ratibida columnaris

Horsemint

Blue Sage

Monarda citriodora

Salvia azurea
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Graphic Mark

Logotype

Logo Lock-ups

Graphic Mark

Logotype

Logo Lock-ups

The Trinity logo or graphic mark should be referred to as a “meander,” not “squiggles”
or “waves.” The term, “meander” is a term that refers to the shape of a healthy river,
turning and flowing.

The Trinity logotype was created from the DIN™ font family. Because the weight
and spacing have been adjusted, it should never be typeset. The provided image
file should always be used.

These lockups show the correct spatial relationships between the mark and the
logotype.

The graphic mark should never be recreated; instead, only the image file provided
on disk should be used.

The logotype without “Dallas” can be used in certain circumstances when “Dallas” need not be identified.

The horizontal lockup may be used when vertical space is compromised.
(Not recommended for common use.)
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Pantone

Pantone

Pantone

Pantone

2995 C

3145 C

376 C

Cool Grey 10 C

Primary Brand: 4-Color Palette

Pantone

Pantone

2995 C

376 C

Primary Brand: 2-Color Palette

Primary Brand: 1-Color Palette

Guidelines:

4-Color Palette

1-Color Palette

(continued from Chapter 2, section D)

The Trinity graphic mark is made up of three colors creating a gradient from left to
right. The Trinity logotype color should primarily be shown in gray. Dark backgrounds
may require the logotype to change to white for higher contrast and better readability. Chips that are coated in Pantone should be matched to the CMYK equivalent
for proper 4-color process printing. For uncoated paper, uncoated chips should be
matched to the closest uncoated equivalent.

Both the graphic mark and the logotype are set in any one of The Trinity colors
shown here. It is also possible to use the logo lockup in black or white.

Logo

Color palette
A blue-green palette, representing the river’s water, makes up the colors of The Trinity
brand. They may be reproduced in Pantone® or CMYK, which incorporates cyan, magenta, yellow and key (black); however, printing in Pantone is preferable as Pantone
will reproduce the true color chosen for the brand. In addition, print shops can easily
reference the standard, consistent Pantone color known as the Pantone matching system
(PMS). For all color references outlined in these guidelines, the standard Pantone reference guides, not the quality of the printing of the pages herein, should be followed.

2-Color Palette
If budget limits the number of possible colors, the 1-color or 2-color palettes may
be used given their lower production costs. A 2-color gradient is an alternate to the
3-Pantone/or 4-color process design. (Note: This option will have less depth and
dimension than the full 4-color version and should be tested on an actual 2-color
press before use as a reliable replacement for the full color [4-color Pantone or
CMYK] version.)

When budget allows, the use of Pantone colors or their CMYK equivalents may
be used. (chips coated with Pantone should be matched to the CMYK equivalent
for proper 4-color process printing). For uncoated paper, coated chips should be
matched to the closest uncoated equivalent. The 1-color palette may be used for
lower production costs.
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Pantone

Pantone

Pantone

Pantone

Pantone

Pantone

376 C

376 C

3145 C

3145 C

348 C

348 C

45%

23%

20%

Sub-brand: 2-Color Palette

Sub-brand: 1-Color Palette

Sub-brand: White Options

Sub-brands

1-Color Palette

White and Transparent White Options

Sub-brands, in their entirety, must be completely visible. Adjustments may be made
to the file only if the final output is lighter than standard guidelines here. However, any
adjustments that are made must be meant to match the look of what is outlined in
these guidelines.

Each graphic mark and logotype must be set in its designated sub-brand color as
shown here. It is also possible to use each lockup in black.

A white version of the sub-brands should be used if it is to be displayed on a dark
background. The 1-color black version should be used, but the shapes that are 100
percent black to white should be changed. The secondary shapes should be kept gray.
The key to the white versions of the sub-brands is maintaining the screen value at 100
percent strength for the primary shape within the overall shape. (Primary shapes are
those that form the bird, lakes and leaf. For example, the fish, as the primary shape of
the Trinity Lakes logo, must be pure white, keeping the rest of the logo gray.)

2-Color Palette
Each sub-brand uses its own designated primary color for the mark, plus gray for the
logotype. The sub-brand’s designated primary color and 100 percent screen value should
never be changed. Always use Pantone Cool Gray 10 for logotype. Neither black nor a
screen value of black for gray type should be substituted.

This white-plus-gray version will work only if the background color contrasts with the
gray. In the case of the Trinity Forest example above, gray does not contrast with the
blue gradient background. Giving the illusion of transparency, the gray shapes should
be changed to a lighter version of the background coloring. This allows the entire
logo to be visible, while still maintaining brand integrity with white shapes on the colored
background. The primary shape should never be made transparent. Screen and transparency values must be set to 100 percent.
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FF DIN Bold and Regular
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FF Bau

FF DIN Light and Medium

Trinity Fonts

Clear Space

Fonts

FF DIN Bold and Regular

Clear Space

All print, electronic and three-dimensional communications should be set in the principal font called FF DIN, by FontFont. The main logotype is set in FF DIN Bold, all
caps. Consultants and vendors must use FF DIN, not similar sans serif typefaces,
when working with The Trinity identity. FF DIN should be used for display text and
signage. FF Bau, by FontFont, should be used as the complementary typeface in a
case where there is reading text, such as a paragraph in a brochure or a book.

FF DIN Bold is the primary font for The Trinity brand as it is used for the logotype. However, overuse of bold can be harsh on the eyes. Therefore, DIN Bold
should be used primarily for display text and signage. FF DIN Regular should be
used to accompany FF DIN Bold when necessary.

The clear space around a logo safeguards the space needed for the logo’s presence on a
page or on a sign. Other type, logos or elements should not be placed so as to infringe
on the logo’s clear space. The Trinity logo’s clear space should always equal to the
height of the graphic mark.

FF DIN Light and Medium
Other weights of the FF DIN family may also be used to emphasize typographic
hierarchy, such as in subheads in a brochure.

FF Bau
FF Bau and all the FF Bau family (i.e., italic, bold and so forth) should be used as
the complementary font to FF DIN for use in everything from business card information to paragraphs of text in a brochure.
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t h e

t r i n i t y

Improper Logo Use

Small Sized Logo

Extra Small Sized Logo

Altering the Logo

Small and Extra-Small Sized Logo

The logo should never be changed. No alterations of space or proportions or
changes of size relationships are allowed, as it breaks down the integrity of the
recognized brand.

• O
 n the small-sized logos, the type has been enlarged to match the width of the
mark. This ensures that the type will be readable when used at a small size.
The file labeled “large” should never be used when a smaller size is needed.

• The space between the graphic mark and the logotype should not be altered.
• T
 he logotype must not be typeset. FF DIN should never be substituted for
another font. Letter spacing and kerning should never be changed from its
original design.
• Neither the graphic mark nor the logotype should be digitally stretched or
lengthened.

• T
 here are times when an extra-small-sized logo is needed, as in an ad with several
other logos. To ensure that the logotype is still readable even at the tiniest size,
the provided “xsmall” file should be used. The larger-sized logos should never be
scaled if they need to be extra-small.
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Unacceptable Backgrounds with logo

Backgrounds
The Trinity logo requires a generous amount of space and a relatively calm
background to ensure visibility and easy recognition of the brand.
Using the correct version of the logo will allow it to be visible and identifiable.
Contrast will ensure visibility. Backgrounds that compete or vibrate against the
logo should be avoided.
It is preferable to avoid putting the logotype on photographic backgrounds.
However, when necessary, only a 1-color version that contrasts with the image
can be used. Acceptable use of the logo on imagery includes using the white
version of the logo, as done here, to assure complete visibility.

Acceptable Backgrounds with Logo
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High-Traffic Billboard

Large-Scale Visuals
A captivating image accompanied by the web address (displayed large and clear)
would be an effective way to draw the public to the site. To encourage community
support, visuals like these can introduce The Trinity (primary brand and sub-brands)
as a project in the making. With just a change of imagery, this look can also be
used after the park has been built, and continue to encourage visitors to learn more
about The Trinity on the Web site. From high-traffic billboards to site signs, posters,
and bus wraps, there are numerous possibilities for reaching local communities.

Posters

Bus Wrap

Site Sign

Appendix

Favicon (Optional Designs)

Web App (Optional Designs)

Web Apps in Use

Favicon in Use

Image: www.apple.com

Web Media
Shown here are usable design options for Trinity favicons (short for “favorite
icons”) and Web apps. Just as the primary brand represents The Trinity, these
icons represent the primary brand without sacrificing the essence of the meaning of The Trinity. On visiting the Web site, we will see a favicon displayed to the
left of the URL. When the site has been bookmarked, the favicon is then “Web
clipped” (clipping a portion of a Web site and reusing it as a portlet) and becomes
a Web app. This makes for easy return visits to the site via iPhone/PDA.

Promotional Giveaways
Messaging that is simple and memorable can help to start a buzz. Distribute
promotional buttons or bumper stickers can be a way to get the public talking.
The options showed here highlight abstract statements that reflect the core
Trinity goals and use simple color and messaging to clearly communicate
The Trinity brand.

Promotional Buttons

Bumper Stickers
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Magazine Ad

Kiosk Poster

Newspaper Ad

Ad Campaign

Specifying for Printed Paper Designs

Specifying for Environmental Graphic Design

It is important that a visually attractive campaign be created to generate excitement so that people will want to learn more about The Trinity. Targeted toward
outdoor sports enthusiasts, a campaign such as this would encourage tourists to
stay local for activities that they might otherwise go elsewhere to enjoy. The possibilities are numerous (print, Web media, and so forth), as seen in this example
campaign and should always include clear messaging such as visit the web site
for more information.

Chosen paper, merchants and printers should have Chain of Custody (COD) certification from the Sustainable Forestry Initiative (SFI) or the Forest Stewardship
Council (FSC).

Considerations such as longevity, materials selection, design and manufacturing
processes, graphic quality, sustainability and durability are key factors in choosing a
sustainable graphic design. For decision-makers and designers, understanding manufacturing techniques is vital in making sustainable products.

Environmental Commitment in Graphic Design
In keeping with the goals of the Trinity River Corridor project, chosen promotional products must be sustainable themselves. Otherwise, the credibility of the brand and
the overall design objectives for The Trinity project will break down.

Acceptable certified paper to chose from include Finch, Mohawk, NewPage, Neenah, Sappi, and Scheufelen. (Consult printer or paper merchant for updated information.) Soy-based ink should always be specified. Soy inks are low in volatile
organic compounds (VOCs) and are made from a renewable resource. Printers
should be consulted for more detail on matching Pantone to soy.
Acceptable Dallas area COD companies include: Clampitt, Olmstead-Kirk Paper,
and Xpedx. Acceptable COD printers include: Best Press, ColorDynamics, Einstein Printing, Jarvis Press, and Jay Kay (JK) Press.

Acceptable sustainable resources include but are not limited to:
• iZone, Temple, Texas (SFI-certified manufacturer of signage products)
• w
 ww.greenseal.org (nonprofit promoting the manufacture, purchase and
use of environmentally responsible products)
• w
 ww.sustainableproducts.com (group dedicated to identifying specific
sustainable products in construction.
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Ice Chest

Storm Drain

Canvas Shopping Bag

Water Bottle

Eco-Friendly Products
Examples shown on this page embrace a variety of approaches in applying
The Trinity brand to eco-friendly products that could be available for purchase
at a visitor center, in person or online. All displayed products simultaneously
promote The Trinity and sustainability.
• Impact Applications: Guerrilla-type marketing and eco-friendly retail items /
promotional giveaways can be an effective way to help develop a brand
association for The Trinity and its green mission.
• R
 eusable Containers: Offering attractive, reusable containers can reduce
disposable debris that is often found polluting the Trinity River Corridor today.
A tag that accompanies the product can help educate individuals about their
environmental impact.

Guidelines:
All products should be made locally, with eco-friendly processes reinforcing the
park’s sustainable mission.

Educational Tag
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Mugs

Pencils

T-shirts

Trinity Park Products
Offering products such as mugs, pencils, T-shirts and hats can give the public a
chance to own a little piece of The Trinity.
Wearing Trinity identity can be a personal statement. Designs should be kept
simple and clean, using Trinity colors and fonts. The strength and elegance of
a clean Trinity will stand on its own on a plain background, allowing The Trinity
identity to stand out and be noticed in our world filled with visual noise.

Guidelines:
• All products should be made locally, with eco-friendly processes reinforcing the
park’s sustainable mission.

Hats
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Lapel Pin

Neck Tie

Necklace

Scarves

Specialty Trinity Park Products
Offering specialty products such as those above allows Trinity enthusiasts to tell
the world they support The Trinity wholeheartedly. Accessories, like jewelry and
neck garments, can be an especially personal statement and by wearing Trinity
rubber flip-flops with a Trinity tread, visitors can leave their mark on Trinity trails
and beyond.

Rubber Flip Flops
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Convertible Backpack-Poncho-Picnic Blanket, image www.epromos.com

Image: www.epromos.com

Products for Use in The Trinity

Sun Chairs
Image: www.asisupplier.com

Promoting ownership can include selling convertible backpack-poncho-picnic
blankets or renting a sun chair at The Trinity.

Image: www.sportsunlimited.com
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Green Polo

White Polo

Plaid Convertible Shirt

Skort

Shorts

Reflective-edge Cap

Park Uniforms

Reflective-thread Quilted Vests

Parka

Pants

Security Badge

Park uniforms should distinctively recognize park staff as professional and official. The uniform shown here, like the park itself, was designed to be one-of-akind and distinct from standard park uniforms. These attractive, high-performance
pieces utilize innovative, breathable fabrics (such as organic cotton) and are
especially versatile. Most pieces may be worn by both women and men. Women
have the options of both skorts (shorts with a skirt front) and pants; men have
the option of shorts or pants. Offering functional comfort for all seasons, these
uniforms include: utility belt components, Velcro® closures, and, for easy mobility,
pleats and elastic waists. Their reflective quality is a unique detail, as seen in the
quilted vests’ nylon thread and the front edge of the caps.
From a distance, park staff will be identifiable by the Trinity color palette, uniquely
incorporated into solid knits and woven fabrics. At close proximity, the embroidered
logo and security badge further identify park staff. Other Trinity identity details
enhance the “distinctly Trinity” accents of the pieces including the use of the logo
as a pattern, as seen on the pique polo shirts and on the quilted vests. All designs
shown here should be made using the most advanced, eco-friendly materials and
processes available.

Justin
Silve
Park
& Re rman
creatio
n

Justin Silverman
Park & Recreation

Justin
Silve
Park
& Re rman
creatio
n

Justin Silverman
Park & Recreation
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Image: www.gemcar.com

Electric and Clean Air Vehicles Image: www.gemcar.com

Image: www.iphoto.com

Park Vehicles

Shuttles and High Capacity Event Trams Image: www.gemcar.com

The park’s equipment program utilizes renewable energy sources such as electric
and solar powered vehicles. To distinguish park operations vehicles as official yet
low profile, they should be kept white with little graphic treatment. Visitor and event
shuttle transportation will then be noticed by use of color and graphic design.
Park operations vehicles should to be white with the logo, plus a description of the
specific use of the vehicles. (i.e., “Security”) To call attention to visitor transportation, shuttles should have a distinctively colorful wrap treatment such as The
Trinity color gradient to reinforce the brand as visitor-friendly.
Should a Trinity hot air balloon or blimp become part of the fleet, the logo should be
applied so that it will be seen from afar. Big and bold, creative and colorful, the
designs shown here are meant to draw in visitors from neighboring communities.

Image: www.autojapan.com

Recreational/Promotional Vehicles

Image: www.wikimedia.org
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4”

9”

Guide Brochures

Guide Brochures
Guide brochures (covers seen here) include maps, directions, hours and other
information to help in the wayfinding process of getting visitors to and around
the park. The general guide is for the entire Trinity River Corridor, and specific
guides are for the Trinity Forest, Trinity Lakes and Trinity Fields. Information in
the guides corresponds with the Trinity Web site as well as information on park
gateway map signs.
Printed materials may be distributed by different methods including mail able information packets. All components of the information packet components are designed
to harmoniously work together within The Trinity identity, communicating to the
public that each piece was generated by the same place.
All printed materials should be reproduced with the Forest Stewardship Council or Sustainable Forestry Industry certification to reinforce the park’s sustainable mission.

Information Packet
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0.5”

0.5”

0.5”

Stationery

4-Color Business Card

0.3”

0.5”

0.3”

1.25”

0.3”

0.5”

0.3”

2-Color Business Card

1-Color Business Card

Business Communications
Business communications should be simple and clean. The Trinity pattern can
be printed on business card backs and envelope linings if budget allows. These
designs incorporate a placeholder for the appropriate Forest Stewardship Council
logo, required for FSC-certified printing, which should be specified for all Trinity
printed pieces.
Printers should be consulted for their expertise on how to print the logo gradient. Note about printing 3 pantone colors vs. 4-color process: The cost of printing
three Pantones is usually the same as the 4-color process. When budget allows,
the use of Pantone colors (or CMYK mixes that match those Pantones) may be
used. Gang-printing will allow this to be an affordable option. If necessary, 1- or
2-color versions can be printed. Information is set in 8 pt FF Bau regular, tracking
20; names are set in 8 pt FF Bau Bold, tracking 40. (See dimension specifications
on examples as noted.) All printed materials must be reproduced with FSC or SFI
certification to reinforce the park’s sustainable mission.

0.5”

1.25”
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PowerPoint Template

PowerPoint Communication
• T
 his PowerPoint template suggests a pleasing way for The Trinity logo to coexist
with another brand. If space provides, it is optimal to allow both logos enough
space between them so as not to compete with each other.
• P
 lenty of white space should be kept on the page in order to create a clean, easily
readable slide.
• N
 o more than three levels of type should be made at fairly large sizes. (e.g.,
30-point for headlines, 25- point for subheads, 20-point for body text). Type
below 14-point should not be used.
• T
 rinity colors should be used, limiting color use to no more than two per page.
(A circus of colors will degrade the appearance of The Trinity brand.)
• Common sans serif fonts such as Arial, Helvetica, or Trebuchet, should be used.
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Visitor Origin Hierarchy
(People navigate from
general to specific
destinations.)

Defines The Trinity
“Neighborhood”

Wayfinding and Signage
The Trinity wayfinding and signage guidelines will allow people to find their way
in the developed and natural environment across the entire Trinity River Corridor,
within Dallas County.
Wayfinding and signage objectives:
• Reflect the park’s core goals

Wayfinding Methodology
For the complex problem of finding one’s way to the Trinity, we must first understand
the logic behind the wayfinding program.
There are countless visitor scenarios, origins, and destinations. However, this
proposed wayfinding and signage plan simplifies and brings order to complexity.
It is the result of a systematic approach, as outlined on the next several pages,
with the following goals in mind:

• Guide visitors to the park and all its features

• Guide visitors from any origin, to any specific park destination

• Enhance the arrival and wayfinding experience in and around the park

• Define cost-effective and optimal sign types, locations, and graphic guidelines

• Provide information to assist visitors and employees
• Enhance The Trinity’s image as an accessible, attractive, active destination
• Direct people and vehicles down the safest and most desirable routes
• Remove visitors anxieties and make their experiences memorable

• Provide the necessary guidance information, using the appropriate amount of signs
Reducing confusion and making decisions easy will allow for visitors to enjoy their
Trinity experience.

• Encourage support for visitorship
• Coordinate park features to components shown on the web site

Definition of Decision Points (A visitor’s path is made simple, when

• Announce and be placemakers for temporary events

given clear guidance, as a result of the proposed wayfinding plan.)
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The Trinity Loop Road, seen here, is made up of existing roads.
For the Trinity Fields Loop Road, coordination with the City of Irving
Public Works and Transportation Department will be necessary for
a consistent signage program.

Trinity Loop Road
The City of Dallas Trinity River Corridor is linked by three connecting zones,
Trinity Fields, Trinity Lakes, and Trinity Forest. The Trinity Loop Road joins all three
zones, making up part of a comprehensive wayfinding system. Once visitors have
reached the Trinity Loop Road, they will be directed toward key access gateways, as
well as park features and parking. The Loop is made up primarily of existing arterial and local roads, avoiding major highways as much as possible. For large-scale
events, shuttle service is recommended to connect the park through the loop road to
DART rail stations.
Identification signage will be placed along the Trinity Loop Road to tell motorists
that they have reached The Trinity Corridor area. Permanent street banners and
event-related street banners will greet and guide visitors at key locations. The signage program is designed to identify the area (i.e.: Trinity Lakes) and reinforce the
Trinity brand by the use of the sub-brand (logo), giving it a neighborhood character.
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Visitor Destination
Hierarchy (Trinity Lakes)

Visitor Destination Hierarchy
Each area of the park is divided into segments, from broad regions to more
narrowed regions. Understanding where visitors may be (1) originating from,
(2) passing through, and (3) arriving at, allows us to determine what signs
go where, as well as what information must be conveyed. Each region level
(1 through 5) represents a point of decision-making for a visitor. This definition
of decisions points gives way to placement and information content of the
appropriate signage.
For example, if a visitor arrives at DFW International Airport, with the final
destination of the White Water Course in mind, this plan will guide him through the
various key decision points, toward Trinity Lakes area, eventually to his
final destination.

Key to the colored circles:
Take “A1” as an example. The name, “A1” refers to a specific type
of sign in the park.
Letter “A” refers to “mass transit” (see key, above right)

A1

Number “1” means: the first sign in the series
of mass transit signs.

Appendix

Sign Type Definition

Decision Point
Locations

Sign
Function

Defining Sign Types at Decision Points
The Trinity requires a variety of sign types, each communicating the specific
type of information necessary at various decision points. The matrix above
depicts locations outside and inside of the park, where a visitor will see signs
of specific functions, helping them make a decision, as they make their way to,
in, and around the park.
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Menu of Sign Types (Outside of the park)

Signs for Mass Transit Visitors (Pedestrians)

Introduction to the Signage Plan and Sign Design
Signage for The Trinity is envisioned to be a user-friendly, coherent family working
together as a series to guide visitors. Placed in key locations, communicating essential information for easy navigating and readability, each sign works in progression with the next. Demonstrating elegant, simple designs are recommended to be
made from sustainable and recycled materials. The clean, international, contemporary design, and a blue-to-green color scheme, will express the essence of The
Trinity brand.
Curves play an important role in Trinity sign designs. Originally derived from the
logo, curves represent the river’s natural flow of water. All Trinity signs use curves
to connect information on signs outside of the park, and give a more natural feel
of man-made signs within the Trinity landscape.

Signs for Motorists (Outside the Park)

Signs for Pedestrians
(Outside the Park)

The Trinity sub-brands come to life in the signage, identifying, representing, and
unifying the park, within that overall “meander” brand as the symbol of the recreational, environmentally responsible outcome of the project. Each sign clearly reinforces the identity (e.g., the color palette) of the area of the park that it represents
(e.g., Trinity Fields, Trinity Lakes, Trinity Forest). Signs leading to and inside Trinity
Lakes, for example, display elements of that particular sub-brand, using just the right
balance of Trinity identity, without oversaturating visitors with the park’s logo.

Visibility of signs within their surroundings follow two designs: (1) Signs outside of
the park are highly visible, so as not to be missed by vehicles on high speed roads.
These are colorful vertical signs attached to white posts, a style distinctively prominent on many busy Dallas streets. (2) Signs inside the park blend harmoniously
with the surrounding scenery. Lower to the ground, at pedestrian scale, these signs
are attached to concrete structures. These allow visitors to look beyond the signs
to the vast Trinity landscape.

The Trinity Lakes logo is very prominently showcased on all signs leading to each
Trinity park area. However, once a visitor reaches the park destination within the
Trinity park area, there is no need to display the logo on signs inside the park. In that
case it is much more important that the integrity of the park identity is upheld by
consistent adherence to general Trinity graphic standards (e.g., colors, font, etc). A
subtle logo pattern is recommended to incorporate in the concrete structures.

Flood resistance is an essential criterion, for all signs inside the park between the
levees. Options for materials, fabrication, and structure were carefully considered
to withstand debris, the force of rushing water, graffiti, and ultraviolet light.
Within The Trinity wayfinding plan there are three primary categories of signage:
signs for mass transit visitors; motorists; bicicylists; and, pedestrians.
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Menu of Sign Types (Inside of the Park)

Signs for Motorists (Inside the Park)

Signs for Pedestrians (Inside the Park)

* Note the grade change that represents the levees/park boundaries.

Signs for Mass Transit Visitors

Signs for Motorists Outside of the Park

Sign Placement

We encourage the use of mass transit as part of the overall Trinity experience,
reflecting sustainability. The use of mass transit also reinforces the Trinity pedestrian experience. For special large scale events, shuttle service is recommended
to connect the loop road to DART stations.

Most motorist signs exist outside of the park, as demonstrated in Diagram B1.
Motorist signage reinforces a sense of community adjacent to the Trinity
Corridor area. A variety of sign types exist in this family of signs, designed
for wayfinding function and creating a sense of anticipation.

All sign orientations allow for the shorter edge to be toward the water flow and
be balanced for visibility for the trail system. (Signs are to be placed so they are
visible no greater than 45-degrees from trail system, but oriented to allow for
optimal river flow.)

Signage program should be coordinated with DART to clearly communicate
connectivity with The Trinity through the use of shuttles with primary connections
at DART light rail stations. For example, if a visitor wanted to access the Audubon
Center from downtown Dallas, they could refer to the system-wide map (Sign A1)
and/or the bus system signage (Sign A2). Then, the visitor would connect to the
Lake June station, where they would find the shuttle signage (Signs A3 and A4) for
the Trinity Shuttle to the Audubon Center.

Signs for Motorists Within the Park
The function of these signs within the park is to direct motorists to park features
and parking facilities.

Signs for Pedestrians
Most pedestrian signs exist within the park excluding C1, a sign located on connecting pedestrian/bicycle trails. This sign gives the distance to the park ahead. Pedestrian signs provide more detailed information for distances to park features, regulations, and extensive gateway information. Angled information panels (signs C2, C3,
C4, and C5) allow for easy readability for pedestrians coming from all directions.
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19” (typ.)
Potential Trinity Shuttle routes map (Trinity Lakes and Trinity Forest) showing connections between Trinity
park destinations and DART light rail stations.

84” (typ.)

31” (typ.)

A3

Sign A3 placed in a transit facilities environment

A4

A3

A4

Shuttle Stop Directional and Identification
Function:
Sign A3 directs DART transit patrons to where they can pick up the Trinity Shuttle.
Sign A4 identifies the location of the shuttle stop.

Location:
At DART stations, sign A3 should be centrally placed. It should be easily seen,
without obstruction of other signs or objects—as per DART architectural standards.
Sign A3 arrow will direct visitors to Sign A4, which should be located within easy
walking distance to the curb of the street where the Trinity Shuttle stops.

Dimensions:
19” w x 115” h

Suggested materials:
Sign panel: digitally-printed 3M vinyl applied to an 1/8”-thick aluminum sheet. Sign
post: Matthews® painted (white), 4” steel tubing (wall thickness 1/4”). Manufacture
to be consistent with accepted sign specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas
sign standards typ.

Sign A4 placed in at Trinity Shuttle waiting location
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Beacon at the Trinity Lakes location

Beacon at the Trinity Forest location

120’

Beacon at the Trinity Fields location

Beacon
Function:
The three Trinity Beacons are iconic placemakers that mark the location of each
Trinity area (Trinity Fields, Trinity Lakes, Trinity Forest). Seen from a distance,
their function is to lure visitors to The Trinity. A beacon looks like a DNA doublehelix, with light and color reflected from its dichroic glass skin—representing the
enlightenment in the recovering river. Illuminated at night, they will also be visible
from above.

Location:
Beacons should be visible and placed at prominent locations, along the Trinity
Loop Road, to call attention to Trinity gateway access points. Aligned and equally
spaced across the city, the beacons will be highly visible from major highways
and city entry points.

Dimensions:
120 feet tall

Suggestied materials:
Dichroic glass, steel framework, concrete base. Refer to WRT
specifications for structural design (including concrete bases typ.).
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B1

B1

88” (typ.)

30” (typ.)

Remote Street Banners (Event-Related / Marketing)
Function and description:
To announce upcoming, or current events, at The Trinity. The purpose of banners
such as these is to draw visitors to the park, from other parts of town. Information
to be conveyed on banners include the name, date, and location of the event. B1
banners may be designed differently for each type of event, always following Trinity
brand design guidelines, which includes creating vibrant and compelling designs.
Banners should be installed on existing sign or banner poles, in high visibility
locations outside of the Trinity; locations that are not typically associated with The
Trinity. May also be interchanged with permanent banners along Trinity Loop Road.

• Downtown (e.g. Pearl Street, Main Street)
• Oak Cliff (e.g. Jefferson Boulevard)
• North Dallas (e.g. Preston Road)
• DFW Airport

Dimensions:

12’—15’

Example locations:

(varies with light pole height)

Location:

Existing sign and banner poles around Dallas keep typical dimensions.
Banner dimensions (not including pole): 30” w x 88” h

Suggested materials and fabrication details:
Matt vinyl fabric, preferably with enough air-to-fabric ratio to allow wind to flow
through, but not cause the graphic treatment to look faded. If air-holes are needed,
they should be located so that graphic treatment or information is not obstructed in
any way.

Sign B1 as seen on Pearl Street, downtown Dallas
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Pylon poster at DART light rail station

Promotional Signs (Event-Related/Marketing)
Function and description:
Promotional signage is needed for events that occur at The Trinity. Typical signs
of this kind include banners, posters, and billboards. Discussed on the previous
page are event-related banners, which may be part of an entire series of eventrelated, or promotional signs. All promotional signs may be part of a larger campaign, which could include a multitude of marketing materials to draw visitors to
the park. Information to be conveyed on such pieces include the name, date, and
location of the event. This family of designs may have a specific look for each type
of event, always following Trinity brand design guidelines.

Poster placed in kiosk provided by Reynolds Advertising

Location:
Designs such as posters and billboards should be installed in existing kiosks and
outdoor board structures, in high visibility locations outside of the Trinity; these
locations are not typically associated with The Trinity. Example locations include
pylons and windscreens at DART rail and bus stations, as well as kiosks provided
by Reynolds Advertising.

Dimensions and materials:
To be based on existing sign structure specifications.
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B2

Current TXDOT highway signage guiding motorists toward the Arts District
Image is for placement only. Coordination with TXDOT necessary
for appropriate sign design standards.

Example of TXDOT highway signage providing Trinity access information

B2

Freeway Directionals
Wycliff

Function:
Guide motorists from freeways toward key gateways of the park.
Coordination with TXDOT necessary for sign design standards.

Location:
Multiple locations along major freeways, prior to exits.

Dimensions and materials:
Follow TXDOT specifications and guidelines.

Wayfinding signage leading to Sylvan Gateway
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19” (typ.)

23” (typ.)
84” (typ.)

7-1/2 (typ.)

43-3/4” (typ.)

B3

Motorists will encounter a B3 sign after exiting I35, at frontage road and Wycliff Ave, for example.

B3

Arterial Road Directional
Wycliff

Function:
Directs motorists toward Trinity Loop Road and broad regions.

Location:
Exiting from freeways, sign is located prior to the intersection of an arterial road.
Must be clearly visible, with no objects obstructing the view of the sign.

Dimensions:
43-3/4” w x 107” h

Suggested materials:
Sign panel: digitally-printed 3M vinyl applied to an 1/8”-thick aluminum sheet. Sign
post: Matthews® painted (white), 4” steel tubing (wall thickness 1/4”). Manufacture
to be consistent with accepted sign specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas
sign standards typ.
Wayfinding signage leading to Sylvan Gateway

4

19” (typ.)
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7-1/2 (typ.)

43-3/4” (typ.)

84” (typ.)

52” (typ.)

B4

B4 as an arterial road directional sign

B4 directs motorists toward gateways and sub-regions

B4

Arterial Road and Gateway Directional
Wycliff

Function:
The same sign type should be utilized to guide visitors toward the park in two different ways: (1) before the intersection of the Trinity Loop Road and (2) before the
decision point prior to the gateway.

Location:
On arterial roads and Trinity Loop Road, prior to intersections.

Dimensions:
43-3/4” w x 136” h

Suggested materials:
Sign panel: digitally-printed 3M vinyl applied to an 1/8”-thick aluminum sheet. Sign
post: Matthews® painted (white), 4” steel tubing (wall thickness 1/4”). Manufacture
to be consistent with accepted sign specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas
sign standards typ.
Wayfinding signage leading to Sylvan Gateway
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19” (typ.)

84” (typ.)

23” (typ.)

B5

7-1/2 (typ.)

43-3/4” (typ.)

Sign B5 at Irving Blvd. near the Sylvan Ave. intersection

B5

Trinity Loop Road Identification
Wycliff

Function:
B5 signs identify the Trinity Loop Road, which is a perimeter road system that
guides visitors to all park gateways.

Location:
Located every 1/3 mi along the loop road.

Dimensions:
43-3/4” w x 107” h

Suggested materials:
Sign panel: digitally-printed 3M vinyl applied to an 1/8”-thick aluminum sheet. Sign
post: Matthews® painted (white), 4” steel tubing (wall thickness 1/4”). Manufacture
to be consistent with accepted sign specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas
sign standards typ.
Wayfinding signage leading to Sylvan Gateway
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30” (typ.)

(varies with light pole height)

9’—12’

88” (typ.)

B6

An example of banners seen from an arterial road, crossing the Trinity Loop Road (Intersection of Wycliff and Irving Boulevard, directing toward the Sylvan Gateway)

B6

Trinity Loop Road Identification
Wycliff

Function:
Permanent and event-related banners to announce the intersection of the arterial
road and Trinity Loop Road, bringing color and sense of community to the environment. Acting as placemakers, the banners welcome visitors to The Trinity area.

Location:
Located within 500 feet of intersection, spaced 120 feet apart.

Dimensions:
Banner dimensions (not including pole): 30” w x 88” h

Suggested materials:
Matt vinyl fabric, preferably with enough air-to-fabric ratio to allow wind to flow
through, but not cause the graphic treatment to look faded. If air-holes are needed
instead, slits should be located so that graphic treatment or information is not
obstructed in any way.
Banners line the Trinity Loop Road

Wayfinding signage leading to Sylvan Gateway
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Horizontal Panels in park setting

Horizontal Panel

Large-scale Event-related Graphic Panels
Function and description:
The horizontal panels, used for marathons or other large-scale events at The
Trinity, direct and control crowd circulation, or to buffer the behind the scenes
activity. The vertical panels serve more as a placemaker, denoting an entrance or
milestone of a marathon-type event. Information to be conveyed on banners include
the name, date, and location of the event. B1 banners may be designed differently
for each type of event, but always following Trinity brand design guidelines, which
includes creating vibrant and compelling designs.

Location:
Locations to be determined by event planning coordinator.

Dimensions:
TBD

Materials and fabrication details:
TBD. Structure should be designed to deflect wind conditions.

Vertical Panels

Vertical Panels in park setting
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19” (typ.)

B7

7-1/2” (typ.)

Two-sided

Sign toppers should be placed at intersections of
the Trinity Loop Road and minor arterial streets,
such as this example at Beckley (part of the Trinity
B7

Loop Road) and Tilden Street.

Trinity Loop Road Identification
Wycliff

Function:
Sign toppers identify the Trinity Loop Road intersection with minor arterial streets.
They also create a greater sense of neighborhood in association with the Trinity
Fields, Lakes and Forest sub-brands.

Location:
Smaller street intersections with the Trinity Loop Road, including residential streets.

Dimensions:
19” w x 7-1/2” h

Suggested materials:
Sign panel: digitally-printed 3M vinyl applied to an 1/8”-thick aluminum sheet. Sign
post: Matthews® painted (white), 4” steel tubing (wall thickness 1/4”). Manufacture to
be consistent with accepted sign specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas sign
standards typ.
Wayfinding signage leading to Sylvan Gateway

19” (typ.)
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7-1/2 (typ.)

43-3/4” (typ.)

84” (typ.)

75” (typ.)

B8

Example of a B8 sign at Sylvan Gateway, which will be a vehicular access point

B8

Gateway Identification
Wycliff

Function:
Identifies gateway location and primary features that can be accessed from that
particular gateway.

Location:

Shown here are several examples of icons, just a sampling of the entire palette

B8 is the gateway sign motorists will see upon approaching park entry.
It is located at all public vehicular access points, including bridges and ramps.

international symbols. The icons seen here represent park activities: boat ramp;

Dimensions:

which combines those of the National Park Service standards and known
canoeing; amphitheater; equestrian trail; bird/wildlife watching; kayaking.

43-3/4” w x 159” h

Suggested materials:
Sign panel: digitally-printed 3M vinyl applied to an 1/8”-thick aluminum sheet. Sign
post: Matthews® painted (white), 4” steel tubing (wall thickness 1/4”). Manufacture
to be consistent with accepted sign specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas
sign standards typ.
Wayfinding signage leading to Sylvan Gateway
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8”
B9

Two-sided

20”

43-3/4” (typ.)

Example of a B9 sign as it will look in the park environment

45-3/4” (typ.)
B9

Destination Directional

90” (typ.)

Sign B9 is the only motorist sign located inside the park. It directs visitors toward
park features and nearby parking. This sign should be used sparingly, with little
visual impact and not obstruct the view of the park.

Location:

68” (typ.)

Wycliff

Function:

Along internal park roads, prior to park features and parking areas.

Dimensions:

The sand-blasted signature Trinity

57-3/4” w x 96” h x 20”d

logo pattern reinforces the Trinity

Suggested materials:

brand in all concrete sign struc-

6” (typ.)

Digitally-printed phenolic panel attached (mounted flush using a bead of silicon
in addition to embedded fasteners) to smooth (sides and back), logo-patterned,
sand-blasted (front) concrete. Manufacture to be consistent with accepted sign
specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas sign standards typ.

57-3/4 (typ.)

tures. See detail specifications
on page entitled, “Recommended
Technique”

Wayfinding signage leading to Sylvan Gateway
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19” (typ.)

84” (typ.)

31” (typ.)

C1

Example of a C1 sign guiding bicyclists toward The Trinity

C1

Regional Trail Directional
Function:
Sign C1 is located on trails outside of The Trinity. This sign guides pedestrians and
bicycles toward the park, also giving the distance to the park ahead.

Location:
Located on connecting pedestrian/bicycle trails, such as the Katy Trail

Dimensions:
19” w x 115” h

Suggested materials:
Sign panel: digitally-printed 3M vinyl applied to an 1/8”-thick aluminum sheet. Sign
post: Matthews® painted (white), 4” steel tubing (wall thickness 1/4”). Manufacture
to be consistent with accepted sign specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas
sign standards typ.

Mile marker indicates
distance to closest park
gateway

Wayfinding signage at Urban Lake
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C2

C2

60” (typ.)

36” (typ.)

C3

C2 and C3 signs as seen on levee top

C3

Gateway Orientation 1 and 2

Some C2 and C3 signs will be

Function:

cases, sign supports must be made

located within the floodway. In those

To provide detailed information to visitors, such as: park overview, including
a “you are here” marker, and park regulations.

of concrete.

Location:
To be located at each pedestrian/bicycle-oriented gateway. Specific locations
to be determined.

80”

57.5”

Dimensions:
For Trinity Lakes signs:
• (Sign proporations will vary for Trinity Fields and Trinity Forest to accommodate
the variation in scale of the plan view maps)

34”

• C2 panel: 80” w x 34” d x 60”h; C3 panel: 57.5” x 34”d x 60”h

Suggested materials:
Sign panel: digitally-printed 3M vinyl applied to aluminum sheeting and
steel framework and/or concrete. Manufacture to be consistent with accepted
sign specifications, per TXDOT and City of Dallas sign standards typ.

Wayfinding signage at Urban Lake
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72
”

(ty

p.)

C4

108” (ty

This example of a wayfinding station is envisioned to be at the
intersection of the Founders Park trail and the primary trail.

p.)

C4

Trail Intersection
Wayfinding stations are points of respite at key intersections on the primary trail.
This sign has a dual purpose: (1) to introduce park visitors to locations along the primary
trailand (2) as a rest and scenic-view stop. This sign also acts as a shuttle stop and
guides park visitors to nearest park features and rest rooms.

19” (typ.)

36” (typ.)

Function:

Elevation view

Location:

28” (typ.)

Located at wayfinding stations along the primary trail. (From pedestrian gateways, park
visitors are guided toward the primary trail, where they will reach an intersection, the
location of a wayfinding station and, therefore, a C4 sign.)

Dimensions:
Bench: 108” w x 36” h x 72” d; panel: 82” w x 28” h

Suggested materials:
Digitally-printed phenolic panel attached (mounted flush using a bead of silicon in
addition to embedded fasteners) to logo-patterned sand-blasted concrete topped by
smooth elevated surface. Refer to WRT specifications for structural design (including
concrete bases typ.).

Icons denote location of
rest rooms and shuttle
stops.

82” (typ.)

Wayfinding signage at Urban Lake
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C5

Two-sided

Example of a C5 sign clearly identifying an exact park location in case of emergency

C5

Trail Marker
Function:
Identifies a visitor’s location within the park. Most importantly it numerically
designates the location for 911 response. Lettering is sized to be read 325 feet away
from the sign.

16” (typ.)
18” (typ.)

Location:

18”w x 36”h x 18”d

Suggested materials:
Graphic panel: digitally-printed phenolic panel attached (mounted flush using a
bead of silicon in addition to embedded fasteners) to smooth (sides and back),
logo-patterned, sand-blasted (front) concrete. Refer to WRT specifications for
structural design (including concrete bases typ.).

36” (typ.)

Dimensions:

13.5” (typ.)

Located along primary, secondary, and equestrian trails. Every 1/8 of a mile; or an
estimated 650 feet apart, placed perpendicular to the trail for easiest readability.

Panel dimensions

Wayfinding signage at Urban Lake
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C6

Two-sided

84” (typ

.)

ty
”(
8
1

p.

)

Example of a C6 sign identifying the general vicinity of a park feature location, along the primary trail

C6

Destination Arrival

72” (typ.)
84” (typ.)

Function:

Location:
Placed on the primary trail, within 50 feet of the identified park feature, this sign
should not obstruct or interfere in any way with the actual park feature and vista.

24” (typ.)

C6 completes the visitor journey by identifying the destination for visitors who
may be following the trail intersection signs. This two-sided sign locates features
within the park and gives an appearance of quality as it honors its donors.

84”w x 30”h x 18”d

Suggested materials and processes:
Limestone, hand-carved lettering, etched Trinity logo pattern, limestone base.
Refer to WRT specifications for structural design (including concrete bases typ.).

6” (typ.)

Dimensions:

Wayfinding signage at Urban Lake
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Donor Wall
C7

The donor wall (at the far right of the image) is a central gateway feature at the entrance to
the promenade from the downtown overlook. It is also a wall where water gently cascades
over the donor names, acknowledging their support of the Trinity Lakes Park.

C7

Donor Wall
Function:
To acknowledge and recognize donor support, hand-carved names are incorporated into a water wall feature made of polished granite.

Location:
Urban Lake promenade at the gateway of the downtown overlook.

Dimensions:
TBD

Materials:
Polished granite with a protective sealant.

Wayfinding signage at Urban Lake
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Suggested Materials

4

Suggested Technique

• These specifications were developed June 2009. Within a year of this date, materials should be revisited and updated for optimum, eco-conscious developments.
• The following materials are applicable for all areas inside the Trinity River Corridor, including the Trinity Fields, Trinity Lakes, and Trinity Forest, unless stated
otherwise.

• Refer to WRT specifications for detail structural design.
• M
 anufacture to be consistent with accepted sign specifications, per TXDOT and
City of Dallas sign standards.

Sign C6 (Destination Arrival)

Outside the Park

Texas Limestone

• G
 raphic content should be
digitally-printed onto 3M vinyl
(may be reflective vinyl, if needed)

• Stone should match council rings, as
specified in the public art guidelines

• Saw-cut, 6” thickness

Sign Posts

• Hand-carved lettering; sand blast
not acceptable; FF DIN Medium font

• White Matthews® painted steel
tubing attached to concrete base

Graphic Panel: 1/2” phenolic material
• D
 igitally-printed, (self-cleaning surface,
graffiti-resistant; UV-protected)
• Panel core color should be white
• Made from recycled post-consumer waste
• M
 ounted flush to structure with a bead of
silicon, around the edge for secure weather
seal (in addition to embedded fasteners)

Concrete
• All concrete corners and edges will be
chamfered 1/2”; no sharp edges
• Fine-grain, hand-rubbed, smooth finish
• N
 o aggregate visible in structure above
ground; fly ash mixed in
• Graffiti and water resistant concrete
• L
 ight sand-blasted logo pattern finish
where specified
• C
 oncrete piers extend below ground level,
minimum 4’ depth
• E
 xample of quality: Museum of Modern
Art, Fort Worth

• Pattern

transitions from medium
to light finish, to achieve a taperingoff effect

• Smooth finish all sides

• Attached to painted steel tubing

Inside the Park

• Pattern is lightly sand blasted with
a rubber template.

• Q
 uarried locally (within
500 miles of project)

• A
 ttached to 1/8” thick aluminum
sheet

• Recycled steel preferred

For both glass and concrete a repetitive logo pattern should be used for visual
interest as a way to subtly incorporate The Trinity brand. The pattern also offers a
contrast between the smooth and the rough surfaces.

Pattern in Concrete Structures

Graphic panel

• 4” dia.; 1/4” wall thickness

Logo Pattern

Pattern in Glass

• Attached to concrete base

• Frosted pattern

Concrete Structure

• P
 attern transitions from medium to
light finish, to achieve a tapering-off
effect

Sign Bases
• All signs in the park are designed
to withstand the impacts of flood
and debris and, therefore, will be
anchored into the ground.
• F
 or signs placed in lawn,
they must be attached to a 6”
concrete base (C5 and C6 are
exclusions to this guideline)
• If no lawn exists under sign,
no base is necessary

4
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Graphic Panels: Color and Font
Trinity Fonts

Trinity Colors

Fonts in Use

FF DIN Bold and Regular

Gradient:
Pantones 376 C to 576 C

Gradient:
Pantones 3145 C to 316 C

FF DIN Medium

Gradient:
Pantones 348 C to 3435 C

Sign B9 solely uses
FF DIN Medium.

FF DIN Light and Medium
Pantone
376 C

Pantone
576 C

Pantone
3145 C

Pantone
316 C

Pantone
348 C

Pantone
3435 C

FF DIN Bold

FF DIN Bold

FF DIN Bold
Signs B3 (top) and C5

Color

Typography

(bottom) use solely

Signs are colored according to Trinity area (Trinity Fields, Trinity Lakes, Trinity
Forest), and therefore follow their specific sub-brand color-scheme.* A dark
version of the same hue has been chosen to complement each sub-brand primary
color (e.g., The Trinity Lakes primary color is Pantone 3145; the darker version
is Pantone 316). Using the two contrasting colors together helps prioritize and
group text, making information more understandable for park visitors.

The general feel of Trinity signage lettering and text should be that of the Trinity
brand: legible and clean, with a sense of timeless international style.

FF DIN Bold.

Most sign types outside the park (e.g., metal signs attached to white posts) are
primarily solid-colored, with one section of gradient color at the top, highlighting
the sub-brand logo. On the other hand, most sign types inside the park (e.g.,
panels attached to concrete) embrace the Trinity gradient which extends across
the entire graphic panel. This subtly reinforces the brand, adding a sense of depth
and richness in color to these unique Trinity sign structures.
For best quality results in color, sign panels must be printed digitally. For metal
signs, use digitally-printed 3M vinyl. For concrete signs, use digital printing
embedded in phenolic panels.

Use the FF DIN font for text and arrows, as specified in the branding guidelines,*
always aligned flush left. Most signs utilize the medium weight of FF DIN as the
primary font, but there are instances where the bold weight is the only font present
(e.g., B3, B5, and C5), to address the need to see heavier letters for high speed
traffic or emergencies. The regular weight is used in instances such as distance
notations, as in C1 signs. Using the font variations in this way gives a visual hierarchy to text, making information more understandable for park visitors.
The right balance of space around letters allows words to be read more easily than
letter spacing that is too tight or too loose (e.g., if using Adobe Illustrator, 30 tracking is optimal).
* Please refer to the branding guidelines, Appendix Section 3, for complete Trinity
color palette and type specifications.

FF DIN Medium
FF DIN Regular
Sign C1 uses two weights
of the FF DIN font:
Medium and Regular.

Appendix
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Whitewater Run

A

B

C

C

Whitewater Course

Pools Section

Bridge

Bridge

Large Pavilion

Urban Lake

Trinity River

Appendix

Whitewater Run Rendering

Observation Area
& Put in

Trail

A- Section @ Whitewater Run
20’ Min.
Boulders (Typ.)
Trail

B- Section @ Whitewater Run

Trail

C- Section @ Pool

Whitewater Course Examples
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KEYMAP
Lake Edge Sections

Appendix

Lake Edge Sections
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Levee - Top Trail
Deleted Section of Levee - Top Trail

Levee - Top Trail
This section of the proposed Levee Top Trail has been deleted due to interface constraints
with the Trinity Parkway. The trail should instead run as part of the sumps between the
levee and Industrial Blvd.

